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DIOD

Cambridge; •MIT sponsors film on sex
roles, "Girls at 12" and "Clorae and
Albie," 7 pm, room 14-0615, 25 cents
(opt), near Hayden Library in basement across from humanities elevator;
discussion follows.

27 tues
Cambridge - Jade & Sarsaparilla at
Orson Welles Restaurant tonight and
tomorrow, 10:30.
Cambridge - WTBS starts the Telegraph Beacon Star, listen to Ellen B.
Davis on gay issues, 5 pm, 88.1 FM.

28wed
Cambridge, MIT sponsors film on sex
roles, "A Very Natural Thing" and
"lavender," 7 pm, room 14-0615, 25 1
cents (opt.), near Hayden Ubrary in
basement across from humanities
elevator; discussion follows. Tentative
schedule, call Carna for confirmation,
253-1627.

MCC announces the
Haverhill beginning of I a discussion / study
group for the Merrimack Valley area.
The group will meet weekly from 7:308:30 pm starting today. For info write
MCC of Merrimack Valley, P.O. Box
750, Haverhill, MA 01830 or call MCC
Boston (617) 523-7664.
Boston - Rael Lamb's "Dance For
The New World" celebrates its year old
birthday today, Friday and Saturday· at
8 pm at Lc;>ngwood Theatre, Mass.
College of Art, 364 Brookline Ave.
Tickets $4 at door, $3.50 in advance.
Info call 426-2248.

Januar y
26
thru
Februar y
8
Washington, D.C. - Mens Awareness
Network open meeting, 8 pm, 807 A
Street NE, #5, bring a friend.

30 fri

Portsmouth, NH - The Seacoast Area
Gay Alliance (SAGA) will ·hold a pitchin dinner at 142 State St. (over Richardson's Market) at 7:30 pm. All area
gays are welcome, BYOB.
Athol, NY - A Woman's Place offers
weekend workshops, this weekend
"Cross Country Skiing." Write A
Woman's Place, Athol, NY 12810 or
call (518) 623-9541.

31 sat

Boston - Rael Lamb's "Dance For the
New World" celebrates its year old
birthday today at 3 and 8 pm at
Longwood Theatre, Mass. College of
Art, 364 Brookline Ave. Tickets $4 at
door, $3.50 in advance. Info call 426-

2248.
Boston - The Festival Orchestra of
Boston presents Boston premiere of
Puccini's "Le Villi" and the Beethoven
Choral Fantasy at New England Life
Hall, 225 Clarendon St., at 8 pm fo
benefit HCHS. Tickets $5 available at
GCN; mai I orders accepted.
Boston - "Women Behind Bars," an
educational program about women in
prison, will be presented at 7:30 pm at
the YWCA, 140 Clarendon St. Program
will feature slide show, poetry of
women prisoners read by Karen Lindsey, and panel discussion. Donation
$2, sponsored by Susan Saxe Defense
Committee.

\

Boston - Dignity mass and meeting,
1:30 pm, St. Clement's Church, 1105
Boylston St.
NY - Is there a Gay Culture? The Gay
Liberation Forum at 8:30 pm, Church
of the Beloved Disciple, 1348 W. 14th
St. (near 9th Ave.). Donation $1; sponsored by Gay Activists Alliance, (212)
677-6090.
Boston - Presidential candidate Fr~d
Harris 'will speak at Community
Church of Boston at Morse Auditorium, 602 Commonwealth Ave., at 11
am. All are invited to attend; special
music by folksinger Joanna Cazden.
Springfield - SGA sponsors dinner
dance. Dinner at 6:30, guest speaker
Elaine Noble; dance begins at 9,
music by "Artandryl," a woman's
band. Tickets are $6.50, must be
purchased in advance, tickets for the
dance only are $2 at the door. Held at
Unitarian Church, 245 Porter Lake Dr.
For more info call 583-3904 or write
1 SGA, P.O. Box 752, Springfield, MA
01101.
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DOB sponsors rap on
Boston "Lesbians and ·Alcoholism" at 7:30,
419 Boylston St., Rm. 323.

6 fri
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Athol, NY - A Woman's Place offers
weekend workshops, this week "Photography." Write A Woman's Place,
Athol, NY 12810 or call (518) 623-9541.
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Masell, NH - New Age Childraising,
a weekend conference at an old farm
called Another Place. $20 for the
weekend, begins tonight at 8 pm. For
info call (603) 878-1510.

8sun.

The Transve stite
Experie nce, p. 10

J

Cambridge - Gay Academic Union
meeting, 2-4 pm, first floor parlor,
PMllips Brooks House, Harvard U.
John Kyper speaks on the Myth of the
Homosexual Child Molester.

Women 's Bar Opens, p. 16

Submit Calendar itms to Calendar Editor,
GCN, by noon on Wednesday prior to
date of publication.

Pen~y Candy a new story of the hustling world

.

by Brian Goodrich
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'Ignorance, Bigotry, In.justice'

Rep. Harrington Hits Job Corps Manual
By David Brill
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Unleashing the most scathing official attack on
the federal government yet on behalf
of gays, U.S. Rep. Michael J. Harrington of Massachusetts last week denounced the U.S. Department of
Labor for officially sanctioning the

,.
Rep. Michael Harrington

publication of a Job Corps "health
manual" entitled "Sexual Deviation."
The National Gay Task Force has
already protested the document as
homophobic. (see GCN, Jan. 10, 1975)
The Job Corps manual's stated
purpose is to allow Job Corps centers
''to prevent and control deviant sexual
behavior." In it, four different clas.sifications of homosexuals are offered,
including "situational" homosexuals,
"suitability questions," "chronic, overt" homosexuals, and "forceful, aggressive homosexuality.'' Termination
or discharge from the Job Corps is the
standard response from the Labor
Department. The purpose of the Job

Corps is to provide vocational training
and "increase the employability" of ·
young people.
Harrington, who represents the
Sixth Congressional District of Massachusetts, wrote a tw·o-page letter to
the then-Secretary of Labor John T.
Dunlop upon reading the original GCN
article describing the manual.(Dunlop
has since resigned the post.) "In view
of the fact that the fundamental
human rights of a person include the
right to privacy, the opportunity to
. choose his or her own sexual orientation, and the freedom for consenting
individuals to engage in private affectional relationships of their own preference,'' Harrington said that the·
manual ''seems an outright and unconscionable violation of individual
rights."
"Surely, you are aware that homosexuality is no longer even considered
'sexual deviation' or any form of mental disorder by the American Psychiatric Association," he argued. "The
danger of promulgation, particularly
by a government agency, of such
ignorance, bigotry, and injustice as
seems to be expounded in this particular manual is massive and far-reaching.
Not only are trainees unfairly being
dismissed from their positions, but
discriminatory and uninformed ideas
are being actively promoted.''
"If you were aware of these issues,"
Harrington concluded, "you would
immediately withdraw from distribution this manual, and implement a
policy through which_ homosexuals
would be treated no differently from
other Job Corps staff and trainees."
At the same time, the Beverly
Democrat reiterated his support for
HR5452, the federal gay rights bill, of
which he is a co-sponsor. Noting that
the legislation is still pending in the
House Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights, Harrington call-

ed the measure "long overdue." In a
separate statement to GCN, 'Harrington said, "with an estimated 20 to 30
million homosexuals in this country,
the importance of preventing continuation of the discrimination to which gay
people traditionally have been subjected can no longer be ignored. And even
if homosexuals were only a small
minority,· the issues, in my ' opinion,
would ·be the same."
- "Too many of our fell ow citizens,"
he said, "still suffer the effects of
prejudice and discrimination because
of their sexual or affectional preference. I agree with Representative
Abzug (D-N.Y., the main sponsor of
HR 5452), therefore, that when the
concept of equal justice is under sharp
public scrutiny, the Congress must

reaffirm its committment to eradicate
discrimination and to insure equal
protection under the law for all our
citizens."
Harrington, who was the object of
an attempted censure move last year by
House conservatives for leaking CIA
' information to the press, is currently
serving his third term in the House,
and is a member of the co~mi~tees on
a member of the committees on
International Relations and Government Operations. l-fe is the only
member of Congress to have endorsed
the presidential candidacy of former
Oklahoma Senator Fred Harris, and
has often been mentioned as a possible
candidate for the seat-< of U.S. Sen.
Edward Brooke.

'Flicks' Transfer Quashed

ABCC Rejects
Cashman Bar Bid

BOSTON - By a 3-0 vote, the
Massachusetts Alcoholic Beverage
Control Commission (ABCC) has
upheld a Boston Licensing Board decision, barring the transfer of the
liquor license of the bar "Flicks" to
Viceroy Enterprises. Viceroy Enterprises is a corporation in which Frank
Cashman, long-time associate of the
Vara Brothers and former manager of
Jacques·and The Other Side, is one of
three principals. The ABCC rejected
the appeal of Charlesgate East, Inc.,
the present operators of the Somerset
Hotel building near Kenmore Square in
Boston's Back Bay area, that the 1
ABCC overrule the Nov. 5 Licensing
Board decision denying transfer of the
license.
Cashman was reportedly planning to
turn "Flick's" into a gay or "mixed"
bar and also to expand the facilities of
the hotel's other establishments "The Bull" restaurant and the "Louis
XIV" ballroom.
The liquor license transfer had been

strongly opposed by Rep. Elaine Noble
and Rep. Barney Frank of Boston as
well as City Councillors Louise Day
Hicks and Larry DiCara. Neighborhood organizations also announced
their strongest opposition to the transfer.
In his decision, ABCC Chairperson
Edward F. Harrington stated, "This
action on the part of the Commission is
to stem the spread of the so-called
'Combat Zone' to other sections of
Boston, and is in conformity with the
demands of the residents, businessmen, educational, and religious establishments of the dignified Back Bay'
section of Boston. . . . The so-called
'Combat Zone' with all the social
disorder which emanates therefrom,
shall not be allowed to seep to other
sections of Boston while this Commission sits."
As GCN went to press, Commissioner Farnsworth's decision was not
yet available nor could Mr. Cashman
be reached for comment.

Donna Medley, HCHS Education Director, who is leaving her job after a year and
a half. See story on page 3. Photo by Jane Picard

U.S. Bans Gay Tourist
LONDON - A British man has been
denied a tourist visa to visit the United
States this summer because he is a
homosexual, London's Gay News reports. The US Embassy in London
refused the visa to a Birmingham man
under the provisions of US Immigration laws that bar admission to the
United States by "sexual deviants."

A Gay News reporter asked an
official at the Visa Branch of the US
Embassy about the case who confirm' ed that no visitor's visas would be
issued to known gay people. She cited
section 212(a)4 of the US Immigration
and Nationality Acts and further
emphasized that it is irrelevant whether
an applicant had in fact committed a
homosexual "offense." According to
the official, it was simply enough for a
person to be a homosexual. ''Though
quite often a person in this category
has been convicted of an offence, you

·know," she added.
The Gay News article cited the recent
Helsinki summit decision, of which the
. United States was a prominant party, which ruled that freedom to travel was
an integral part of detente. The US has
:been critical of Soviet immigration
policies for this very reason. The
British Foreign Office stated that,
although it was not their custom to
·comment on other nation's immigration policies, there had been no change
.in British policy since Prime Minister
Wilson's Helsinki speech.
At Helsinki, the British Prime
Minister stated, "Detente means little
if it is not reflected in the daily lives of
our peoples. There is no reason why, in
1975, Europeans should not be allowed
to ... travel abroad when and where they
want." The US Embassy in London
stated, however, that this government
plans no change in its immigration
laws.

IMMIGRATION HASSLE
LOS ANGELES - The U.S. Department of Immigration and Naturalization has slightly revised its
ruling denying a resident visa to Tony
Sullivan, an Australian citizen who is
"married" to his American lover, U.S.
citizen Richard Adams. The Department's original decision, barring Sullivan from residence, had stated that "a
marriage cannot exist between two
faggots." The Department's use of the
word "faggot" on an official document caused a greater outcry in
California gay circles than the decision
itself.
And so the Immigration Department, while still not changing their
decision, has stated instead that neither
Sullivan nor Adams "can perform the
female functions." The word "faggot"
is no longer used in the revised document but Sullivan is still barred from
residence under the Department's rules
forbidding "sexual deviates" from
residence in the U.S.
'' A marriage between two males is
invalid for immigration purposes," the
document states. ''One of the parties in
this union may function as a female in
other relationships and situations, but
cannot function as a wife by assuming
female duties and obligations inherent
in a marital relationship."
Sullivan denounced the document
because of his "feminist belief."
"Both Richard and I feel that the
attitude of this new refusal is offensive
towards women," he stated.
Meanwhile, the American Civil Liberties Union agreed to represent the
two men before the courts.

news notes
RISHER MUST PAY
DALLAS, Texas - A Texas woman
who lost custody of her nine year old
son after a jury ruled that she was an
unfit mother because she is a lesbian,
now must pay her husband child
- support. The woman, Mary Jo Risher,
was ordered by the court to pay her
husband, Doug, the sum of $22 per
week. Her husband has custody of the
child at present. Both Rishers presently
are working, she as a nurse and he as
an airline mechanic.
DUKAKIS ANSWERS GCN
BOSTON - Massachusetts Govern- .
or Michael S. Dukakis has replied to a
GCN editorial of September 27, which
opposed legislation raising the drinking
age from 18. Dukakis offered the reply
in a letter to GCN political writer
David Brill.
'' I supported the reduction in the
drinking age from 21 to 18 while I was
a member of the Legislature,'' said
Dukakis. "I have, however, been very
disturbed by evidence that the change
has resulted in tragedy for a growing
number of young people and their
families ... I am continuing to review
those suggestions (on the legislation)
and evaluate them, as I attempt to
,make a judgment about how this
administration will react to any legislation which may reach my desk."
The drinking-age bill, which was
sponsored by Rep. Andrew Callaro
(D-Worcester) and Rep. Joseph E.
Brett {D-Quincy), narrowly passed
the House, but Senate President Kevin
B. Harrington engineered the bill's
demise through parliamentary maneuvers during the closing days of the 1975
session. The bill has been re-filed for
1976.

JACKSON BOYS .
NEW YORK - Sen. Henry Jackson
of Washington, Democratic presidential hopeful known for his lack of
responsiveness to gay concerns, has
been taken to task by the Gay Human
Rights League of Queens County. The
League, while not "endorsing" any
candidate, has published a list of
Jackson supporters that "should prove :
helpful to those wishing to know the
company Senator Jackson keeps." ·
According to the League, "delegates to
the Queens County 'Jackson' slate for
the July Democratic convention are
notable for their antipathy to Gay
Rights.''
Jackson's New York State campaign
chairperson, Queens Borough Presi- 1
dent Donald Manes, switched his
position from support to opposition to
Intro 554, the New York City Gay Civil
Rights bill. Also a feature of the .
Jackson campaign is New York City
Councilperson Aileen Ryan, who played a large role in defeating Intro 554.
Another Jackson supporter is Congressperson James Scheuer who, according to the League, has never
answered any League phonecalls of'
letters before or since his election.
Page 2 • GCN, January 31, 1976 ,

PROVIDENCE PROTEST
PROVIDENCE - Mayor Vincent
Cianci here received dozens of telephone calls from angry citizens last
week, condemning him for appearing
on the same program with an "admitted lesbian.'' State Representative·
Elaine Noble was featured speaker at'
a convertion of the Rhode Island
Women's Political Caucus in Providence, and Cianci was present to
welcome the participants to his city.
Carol D' Annunzio, a press aide to
the mayor, told GCN that Cianci, a
Republican, has been answering the
criticism by stating that he did not
want to discriminate against Noble just
- because she is a Democrat.

PORN WAR

CONCORD, NH - New Hampshire is gearing up for the latest round
in the state's war on pornography.
State Police Commander Paul Doyon
has proposed local screening committees to "weed out" obscene publications and has gotten recent support for
his proposal in legislative testimony.
According to the lead article in the Jan.
21 Manchester Union Leader, both
Belmont (NH) Police Chief Earle
Sweeney and Rockingham County
Deputy Sheriff Ira Cooke backed the
Police Commander's proposal.
According to the Union Leader,
"the two law enforcement officers
pointed to obsceQ.e magazines as the
primary cause of sex-oriented offences
- particularly incest."
Cook, a juvenile officer, arrived at
the legislative hearing carrying a bag of
obscene magazines which can be
bought in New Hampshire. He then
described a series of sex crimes by
fathers both on young sons and
daughters that he claimed were pornographically inspired.
It is not known at this time whether

CLEAR INSECURITY
LOS ANGELES' - A gay man
whose security clearance is being
challenged by the US Defense Department has been granted a stay by
Supreme Court Justice William J.
Brennan. Justice Brennan ruled that
electronics engineer Allan L. Rock has
the right to keep both his job and his
clearance pending the results of a
November hearing.
Rock, who is employed by GTE
Sylvania in Mountain View, California, has been fighting to keep his
security clearance for four years. In
hearings in 1972 and 1973, Defense
Department Hearing Officer Richard
Farr ruled against Rock because of the
laws then on the books barring
homosexual conduct. However, in
view of the recent repeal of the sodomy
laws, Rock feels he has a stronger case.
He now claims that he cannot be
blackmailed, and thus deprived of a
security clearance, because his relationships are now legal under California
law.
· The Defense Department Officer has
taken Rock's case under advisement
and will make a decision shortly.
i

EEOC RULES
WASHINGTON
Thomas F.
Coleman of the Sexual Law Reporter
has informed GCN that a document is
now circulating among Commissioners
of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission ·that proposes that the
Commission lacks jurisdiction to entertain complaints based on sexual prefer.;.
ence. The EEOC is an organization
that investigates charges of discrimination and enforces Federal equal employment opportunity regulations and
affirmative action.
The Commissioners will vote on this
in the near future. Gay people are
strongly urged to write to each Com,missioner registering disapproval of
the proposed action. In addition,
letters to friendly Congresspeople,
state representatives, and local officials
might be helpful, according to Coleman.
The address of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is Suite
5222, 2401 East _S treet, NW, Washington, D.C. 20506. Commission members are: Lowell Perry, chairperson;
Colston A. Lewis, Ethel Walsh and
Raymond L. Telles. ·

Gay Community News, sold at many
points in New Hampshire, would be
designated as "obscene" under the
proposal.
MEDIA ALERT
NEW YORK CITY - The National
Gay Task Force (NGTF) is urging
people to write letters of protest to
sponsors of the recent CBS TV episode
of the show "Bronk." In its Jan. 18
episode, "Bronk" aired a show called
"The Deadlier Sex" in which a policewoman is "accused" of being a lesbian
and of making advances toward a
woman suspect. In the program, the
policewoman is horrified at the accusation, but eventually her heterosexual
reputation and good name are restored. According to NGTF Media
Director Ginny Vida, ''negative implicat.ions about lesbianism abound.''
The NGTF lists the sponsors of the
episode as follows:
Chrysler Corp., P.O. Box 1919,
Detroit, Mich. 48231, President,. Eugene Cafiero, Adv. Dir., Robert
Schirmer; Menley-James (Contac), 540
Madison Ave., New York City 10022,
Pres.: Peter Godfrey, Adv. Mgr.: Mal
Barlow; Pontiac Motor Div., General
Motors Corp., One Pontiac Plaza,
Pontiac, Mich. 48053, Pres.: J. G.
Vorhes, Adv. Mgr.: S. L. Nickers·on;
Johnson and Johnson (Maxi-Pads),
Executive & General Offices, 501
George St., New Brunswick, N.J.,
Pres.: H. G. Stolzer, Adv. Mgr.: G.
Tyrrell; General Motors Corp., Buick
Motor Div., 5 Corporate Park Drive,
White Plains, N.Y., Pres.: Ms. R.
Friling, Adv. Mgr.: Edward Rennix;
Also, Sterling Drug, Inc. (Bayer), 90
Park Ave., New York City 10016,
Pres.: Glynn W. Johnston, Baye Prod.
Mgr.: Jerry Matimove; General Mills,
Inc., Betty Crocker Div., P.0. Box
1113, Minneapolis, Minn. 55440,
Pres.: E. Robert Kinney, Adv. Dir.:
James Fish; Chevrolet Motor Div.,
General Motors Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
48202, VP and Gen. Mgr.: F. James
McDonald, Adv. Mgr.: 'Carl 0. Uren;
American Home Products Corp.
(Preparation-H), 685 Third Ave., New
York City 10010, Pres.: Mr . J. W.
Culligan, Adv. Dir.: Frank MacNamara; Armour-Dial, Inc. (Dial Soap),
Greyhound Tower, Phoenix, Ariz.,
Pres.: Donald Shaughnessy, Adv. Dir.:
Lloyd Kransnoble.
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By S.W.Henderson
PORTLAND - A telephone has
been installed in the office of 'the Gay
People's Alliance, in the Student
Union on the Portland campus of the
University of Maine. The number is
(207) 773-2981, extension 535. They
have found that it will be impossible to
put an extension of the Maine Gay
Task Force phone in the office.
However, anyone who doesn't get an
answer on the MGTF phone should
call GP A and the message will be
relayed. This includes persons seeking
peer counseling. These calls will be
referred to the MGTF counseling
servicve.
The MGTF Benefit at the Oasis
Ballroom for January 31 has been
cancelled. Apparantly homophobia on
the part of some of the owners who
reportedly did not wish the place to
become known as "completely gay,"
forced the person who made the
arrangement to back out. A week-night
date was offered in place of the ·
original weekend date, but the MGTF
declined the offer~. MGTF is considering what, if any, further action ought
to be taken.
GORHAM The Gay People's
Alliance will meet on the Gorham
campus of the University of Maine on
·Feb 5 in Baily Hall. Interested persons '
are invited to attend and meet this
energetic new group.
GPA will begin holding rap groups
on Wednesday, Jan. 21, in the Student
Union on the Portland campus at 7:30
PM. The group will probably meet
bi-weekly but watch this column for
details.

Judgment Day for the Revs. Hougen
By Neil Miller
NORTHFIELD, Ma.-The Trinitarian Congregational Church here was
the scene last Saturday of an extraordinary Ecclesiastical Council of the
United Church of Christ. The meeting,
composed of one minister and one
layperson from each congregation fo
the Franklin Association of the Massachusetts Conference of the UCC, met
to decide the standing in the Association of the Revs. Margaret and Edward
T.Hougen.
Rev. Edward Hougen gained national publicity last September when he
told the congregation at his church in
the town of Orange, Mass., that he was
gay. Rev Hougen is presently the
minister of MCC/Boston. His wife,
who is also a minister in the United
Church of Christ, created an , even
greater storm when, a few weeks later,
she revealed that she had practiced
"sexual non-exclusivity." Rev. Margaret Hougen had been a part-time
minister at a Congregational church 1n

Whatley, Mass. Both the Hougens and
their children are presently living in
Boston and have made clear their
intention to remain together.
The Ecclesiastical Council was called
essentially to decide whether or not the ;
credentials of the two ministers in the
Franklin Association should or should
not be retained. The decision only
applies to the Franklin County area
and does not determine the couple's
standing in the church as a whole. The
.Hougens plan to apply for standing in
the Metropolitan Boston Association
of the church, but admit that approval
in the more conservative Franklin
Association would be "helpful" to
tfieir Boston application.
Last Saturday's Council which took
place after GCN went to press was the
culmination of three weeks of meetings
about what to do about the case of the
Hougens. On Jan. 9 and 10, the
Council held overnight retreat in which
resource people in ethical, biblical, and

Donna Medley Leaves HCHS
BOSTON - Donna Medley, who
has been the Education Director of the
Homophile Community Health Service
(HCHS) for the last year and a half, is
resigning to go back to school. Medley
will be studying for a Master's of ·
Education Counseling at Lesley College in Cambridge.
At present, HCHS is looking for
someone to fill Medley's job which the
outgoing director sees as "just as equal
a part of mental health as the clinic
itself." The job is a 3/4 time position
that pays $7500.
"Since we started HCHS, counseling
has been an' important need," Medley
told GCN. "But let's face it- counseling is a band-aid because people have
to return to a hostile world. For this
reason we need to educate the straight

world as well as meeting the community needs of gays. Counseling and
education go hand in hand,"
The HCMS Education program includes programs iil Adult Education,
university courses, the HCHS Library,
Other Voices Bookstore 1 and the
WBUR "Gay Way" radio show. Also
included in the Education Director's·
responsibility is the HCHS Hotline.
"The job is essentially one of outreach
for the gay and straight communities,"
Medley said.
HCHS is looking for someone with
some background in administration,
counseling, speaking, and staff training to fill Medley's position. Anyone
interested in applying should telephone
HCHS AT (617) 542-5188.

Gov. Shapp Woos Gays
PROVINCETOWN - Pennsylvania's Governor Milton Shapp, longshot candidate for the Democratic
presidential nomination, has promised
that, if elected, he would set up a
National Council on Sexual Minorities.
Shapp has also promised to issue a

make a "real effort" on Shapp's
behalf in this state's March 1 primary.
"As a native of Pennsylvania,"
Damon said, "I've seen Milton Shapp
buck an entrenched Democratic political organization and come out a
winner. I think that he can do the same
in t}Jis campaign, once the media starts
giving him some serious attention. He's
the only presidential candidate who's
proven himself by his actions to be a
real friend to gay people.''
Anyone who is interested in getting
involved with Gays for Shapp should
contact Damon at 158 Commercial St.,
Provincetown. The organization's
number is 487-9633.

exual fields talked to Council members. The weekend of Jan. 17 featured
a meeting in which Rev. Margaret
Hougen presented a paper and both the
Hougens answered questions.
" -It's an educative process," Rev.
Margaret Hougen told GCN. ''There
has been no atmosphere of emotionality. There has been no sens of p_ersonal
·vendetta. The meeting [of the 17th]
proved that people can talk to each
other, that things are not so threatening,'' she added.
Rev. Margaret Hougen indicated
that members of the Council are really
"struggling" with both the issues of
homosexuality and fidelity. "They're

Prison Activist in Peril
By John Kyper
MARION, Ill. - John Gibbs is a
prison gay activist who has been placed
. in danger for his life. Support is
urgently requested.
Ever since he helped to found the
National Gay Prisoners Coalition at
Leavenworth ,Prison in Kansas in 1972,
Gibbs has been a victim of official
harassment and hostility from other
inmates. NGPC was originally intended to serve as an educational and
cultural class, to Jnstill pride and
prepare gays for life outside prison.
But it soon found itself thrust into
political and legal self-defense work
when authorities refused to recognize it
as a legitimate inmate group, and a
massive wave of repression began.
According to an article in the
January 1974 Gay Liberator, for
almost a year Gibbs and co-founder
Ernest Valenzuela were kept in solitary
confinement at Leavenworth. In July,
1973, Gibbs was assaulted outside his
cell, suffering a severe head injury. In
November Valenzuela was murdered.
He died of multiple stab wounds after
lying · for half an hour without treatment while guards sought "permission" to send him to the hospital.
Valenzuela had expressed fea:r for
his safety because guards were trying to
cause trouble between him and other
prisoners. In a letter to the Gay Liberator, Gibbs charged that guards were
at least guilty of negligence, and that
his death may have been set up in
retaliation for his work as a prisoneractivist for the rights of gays and
·
Native Americans.
Gibbs himself has been threatened
with death. He also has suits pending
in Federal courts against the Bureau of
Prisons. Authorities have kept him in
solitary confinement and have moved
him around the country. In the past

MCC/Bo ston Seeks Funds

Gov. Milton Sbapp

presidential order barring discrimination against gay people within the 1
federal government. His "executive
order" on the sanie subject as Governor is the model for all such proposals in
this area. Sen. Birch Bayh of Indiana
has also promised that if elected
president he would issue a Shapp-like
anti-discrimination order.
Bill Damon, Massachusetts coordinator of Gays for Shapp, told GCN
that his organization was going to

BOSTON - Boston's Metropolitan
Community Church is embarking on a
large-scale fund-raising campaign
throughout the gay community, Rev.
Hougen revealed last week. While the
canvass of church members has already
been completed, the new fund drive is
aimed at people outside the church as
well as at gay-run and gay-oriented
businesses. A church committee is
planning a brochure, and the focus of
the campaign will be on the next four
weeks.
The drive will be an attempt to fund
a series of church programs including
bible study, outreach for the deaf,
couples raps and dinners, choir, and
counseling. The church is also planning
a series of workshops on women in the
ga~ community, to be headed by Pat
Gnmm. Unmm wrn assume the
women's ministry of the MCC/Bos-

not taking it lightly," she said. "It
appears to me that the Council has a
willingness to find some way to keep
our standing but at the same time to
indicate disagreement with our views.
They want to avoid 'witch-hunting' but
at the same time they need to reassure
their more conservative parishes.'•
The Hougen's difficulties as of late
have not only been ecclesiastical.
Shortly after the couple moved to
Boston and Rev. Edward Hougen was
named minister of MCC, the couple's
home in Jamaica Plain was stoned,
vandalized, and ransacked. The Hou.gens were forced to relocate and are
now living in Boston's South End.

ton, replacing Stephanie Bigusiak who
resigned effective Feb. I.
A Sunday school for- children of gay
parents will begin Jan. 25. The school
will go to grade 6 and would also
enable gay parents with children to
come to church. The aim of the Sunday
School is, according to MCC Minister
Edward Hougen; "to provide non-sexist religious education, drawing upon
the gay experience."
Rev. Hougen also indicated that
'MCC is considering starting a youth
,group for gay teenagers as well as
teen-age children of gay parents. At
this point, the program, which aims at
"community building," is a long way
off.
Anyone interested in contributing to
the MCC fund drive should write the
church at 131 Cambridge St., Boston
02114, or call the church at 523-7664.

year alone, he has been in prisons in
Oregon, Pennsylvania, Washington
state, and Illinois. ·
Since September he has been in
Marion, Ill., .awaiting transfer to
another prison, or possible parole.
Mail has intermittently been intercepted and refused. During all of this
time he was on the Control Unit (segregation).
On Jan. 13, Gibbs was asked if he
would take a cell in I-Unit. He
informed officials that there were
prisoners on that tier with whom he
had had problems at Leavenworth, and
: refused.
According to fell ow inmate Leroy
Shorter, early that afternoon, Lt.
Shields came to Gibbs' cell with several
officers and informed him that he
[Gibbs] was going to be moved, and he
didn't care if there was trouble or not.
Again Gibbs protested, and Shields
gave the order to open the cell. After
the five officials entered his cell,
Shields said, "Let him have it," and,
according to Shorter's account, the
officers began to beat him with their
hands. As Gibbs was being forcibly
removed and carried away, officers
were choking him and twisting his
limbs.
Such brutality to .prisoners is prohibited by the Eighth Amendment and
by federal law. Writing on Gibbs'
behalf, Shorter stated that, ''The
prison officials have already lied. They
said that Gibbs assaulted a federal officer. In reality it was Gibbs who was
assaulted and there are several prisoners who witnessed the incident."
Readers can help by writing the
following people: John Gibbs, #86976132, P.O. Box 1000, Marion, IL62959;
Judge James L. Forman, U.S. District
Court, Eastern District of Illinois, East
St. Louis, IL; Norman A. Carlson,
Director, U.S. Bureau of Prisons,
Washington, DC 20515; C. E. Fenton,
Warden, U.S. Federal Prison, P.O.
Box 1000, Marion, IL 62959~
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The above thermometer will weekly show GCN's progress
towards solvency In 1976. The main source of additional
income will be generated by a series of benefits which
began last month and will continue until January. You
can contribute simply by attending. II you are unable to
attend or wish to make a larger donation we are also
encouraging people to send contributions to:
SOLVENCY 76
GCN
22 BROMFIELD ST.
BOSTON, MASS. 02108
Help us make our dream a reality!
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Next week, the cover price of GCN
will be 35 cents. Before you think we
have become '' filthy capitalists,'' let us
remind you of GCN's pay scale. It
remains at $60.00 per week for full
time workers and $30.00 per week for
part time workers. We are not rich nor
are we looking to become millionaires.
We are merely trying to meet expenses.
Everyone is well aware of the price
increases for phone and electricity, as
well as the inflation rate in this country. In addition to basic increases that
most of us face in our daily lives, GCN
faces the increased rates of putting out
a newspaper. Typesetting costs have
increased, and our printing costs have
gone from $305 to $430 a week with
just one week's notice. That is. an
increase of 400Jo ! We·must increase our
revenue. We feel that you, the reader,
will be understanding.
'

GCN is published weekly, and is copyright
© 1975 by GCN Inc., all rights reserved,
reprint by permission only.

Of course we know our readers can
not be expected to bear the brunt of
these increases. We are also increasing
the cost of advertising. A full page ad
in GCN will now cost our advertisers
$200 rather than $140. This increase
will be reflected in the cost of all size
ads.
Classifieds will go from $2 to $3.
This means that people who use the
paper and benefit from it will also be
helping us financially.
With the increase of the cover price,
'the price of subscriptions will also be
goiing up. We held this increase downas much as possible. The reason for
this is twofold: 1. to be considerate of
our readers, and, 2. to encourage
people to subscribe.
We at GCN understand the feelings
that accompany any price increas.e; we,
however, hope you will understand the
necessity for these increases.

''tolerance''
must begin
at home
Dear Editor and Staff:
I just finished reading the latest copy of GCN,
and once again I'm left with a good feeling. It's
encouraging to feel a part of the "us" you write
about. The emergence of a gay consciousness is
exciting to watch, and reading GCN is probably
one of the best ways to keep informed of the
events that have influenced and will continue to
influence our daily lives.
In dealing with my own gayness, I have in the
past shied away from politics and gay organizations. But through reading GCN, among other
things, I've begun to feel that I'm reaping the
benefits of other people's hard work and the
risks they take. (We have to admit that, to a
certain extent, it is still risky to be openly gay in
the wrong place at the wrong time·, but, thank
goodness, that is changing.) I'm realizing more
and more the potential we have as a whole to
facilitate social change and work to end all
oppression, not just of gays, but of any group of
people the dominant society has selected as unacceptable, for whatever perverse reasons that
society has. Even though I can't agree with
everything the gay "scene" encompasses, or
everything that GCN prints, acceptance, not just
"tolerance" must begin at home. We're all in
this together, or it won't work.
I feel that my enclosed request for a subscription to GCN and the small contribution to your
Solvency '76 fund is a way of helping both of us.
You get money to help you continue to gather
information, analyze it, and communicate to the
community what we need and deserve to know. I
get the personal satisfaction of feeling that I've
begun to do something about being gay besides
just being gay.
Part of the enclosed check is also to cover a
imbscription for a friend of mine in Portland,
Oregon. I was there visiting friends over the
holidays and brought a copy of GCN for them to
read. They were very impressed, since that area
presently doesn't have any publication as inclusive and informative as yours. They are quite
interested in receiving GCN regularly. The name
and address are listed below:
I hope 1976 proves a successful year, for GCN
as well as the gay community in general.
Personally, I don't think we'll be disappointed.
Sincerely,
Robert P.

··································~

diet cures
sloppy
orgasms

GCN's office hours are: Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Thursday nights, 6
-p.rrL
9 p·.m.; ·and Satu,uay, 10 a.m. -to ~
p.m.; closed all day Sunday. News and
opinion reflected in "Editorial" represents· •
the majority view of the editorial board.
Signed letters and columns reflect the views
and opinions of the authors only. Comments, criticisms, and information are
always welcome from our readers: remember, it's your paper.
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come to the fact that many men find it hard to
believe that gay women exist and in the case of
some gay men, all women are their competition.
It is this type of attitude that makes many gay
women not want to go to gay (mixed male and
female) bars.
Diane Bellavance

Editor, GCN,
(Concerning the Jan. 17 article "Picketers
Protest 'Behavior Mod' Diet"):
1
I have been a health food advocate for several
years now, but have been sickly for those several
years, until a beautiful macrobiotic boy explained the theories and practice of macrobiotics
to me. No longer do I have sloppy orgasms
because macrobiotics has made me down to
earth. Yet macrobiotics has not cured me of
gayness. It has made me more masculine and
more appealing physically to all types of men.
Yours truly,
D. M. Oliver

I

iustice and
peace

complaint
to tell it
straight
Dear Editor:
I considered the word "Fag Hag" used in your
recent center spread as rather oppressive to "all
women." It is a very straight male term. The fact
that a woman has to be a "hag" to associate with
gay men is degrading. The usage of the word
"Fag" merely doubles the insult.
The article itself was as politically conscious as
some of the disco articles you have had in the
· past. It left out many important facts. For
example, the word "Fag Hag" is primarily a
male (straight and gay) term and is usually used
as an insult. I know a number of lesbians who
have gone to the 1270 and similar bars, and were called ''Fag Hag'' because they were with their
gay male friends.
Why is it always the woman who is considered
straight? Why isn't there a similar name for a •
straight male who hangs around gay women? We

GCN:
I was tremendously impressed listening to
Susan Saxe's poetry last Saturday evening at the
Red Bookstore, read by five women to an
audience of about 75 people. The po~ms moved
me to share with you the love and courage of a
woman who cares immensely for' humanity. Her
media image is one of being a violent outcast, in
fact condemned by many before her actual trial
reminding me of one more present-day~witchhunt
ironically even in the gay community, which I
want to see terminated now.
This evening I heard of Susan's deep and to
the point of the poet's to'rmenting love, for
justice and peace. Her poems were an inspiration
for me to continue to struggle against the
machinery of our inhumane sick State, which
permeates every one of our institutions and every
one of us. Susan, despite the image portrayed in
all the press, is a woman who, I strongly believe,
we could all learn a lot from, a lot about
struggle, and courage.
In love and struggle,
Mordecai
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GET WITH A WINNERf
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ny amounts in excess will be consfdere
donations, greatly needed and appreciated.
Name
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GCN Subscriptions
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Person's Guide to New England (1976 edi-.
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Enclose check or money order payable to
"GCN." DO NOT send cash through the mail.

All
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lntergaylactic, the GCN distribution company, is on the road. There
is an urgent need for volunteers to
help distribute, sell, answer correspondence and obtain new publications and periodicals ·to distribute. The volunteer positi~ns will~ in
a short period of time, become paid
commission positions. Get In on the
ground floor because lntergaylactfc is about to go Into orbit.
Call Mary (617) 426-4469 or write
lntergaylactic, c/o GCN, 22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108.

heinous hoax
perpetrated
Dearly Devoted of GCN,
As if it weren't enough, that a third-rate
performer and totally tasteless pre-operative
transsexual (the likes of Brandy Lee) has become
GCN's polysexual pin-up and cover boy-girl of
the month; GCN has now decided to wow us
with Robert Patrick's latest piece of dramatic
"homocide," "The Haunted Host."
Never, in my 24 years of exposure to gay
literature and the dramatic arts, have I been
witness to a more heinous hoax than that which
is being perpetrated nightly upon Boston's
enlightened theatre:goers. Let Time, or Newsweek, or any other national publication, in its
treatment of homosexuality, let slip the slightest
trace of negativism and GCN is up-in-arms
denquncing and defending till it's lavender in the
face. For that matter, we all remember the
perverted child-molesting episode of "Dr. MakeUs-Well-Please," that GCN and its supporters so
nobly spared us. What GCN will condone, however, and even lavish with praise and support, is
an offensively pathetic portrayal of Greenwich
Village gay low-life.
Representing Team A (the village gays) is Jay
Astor, the perfect stereotype of depravity, filth,
and tired gay banter; most convincingly played

by (ex?) transvestite Harvey Fierstein. Ms.
Fierstein who humorously claims his voice was
obtained in Filene's basement, seems to have
received his dramatic tra,ning there alsoWith the
fervor of a bedraggled Lady Macbeth, Fierstein
slaughters one line after another, until all that's
left of his character is the "Ghost of Halloween
Past."
Team B (the straights) is headed by Frank, a
not-to-be-believed "Hee-Haw" reject who, having fumbled his way to New York City, now
intends to whine his way out. Perrin Ferris lends,
as much grace and verve to his role, as a cigarstore Indian. But Perrin's main problem, however, stems from his stage presence; in that one
finds it difficult to remember when he is on
stage, and when he is off.
Nevertheless, the tug of warp between the
teams ends with "Superfag'' (disguised as a gaymannered psychoneurotic), overcoming his heterosexual houseguest, his persistent poltergeist,
and his audience's waning attention span.
Oh, a word of praise for the ghost, who gave
the most concrete anci memorable performance
of the night. At least he had the good sense to
disappear after the second act.
I trust that in the future, GCN will take the
initiative to protect and nurture gay selfrespect, and self-esteem, and that irresponsible
journalism such as the Shewey article and the
like, will no longer appear on its pages.
Sincerely yours,
Terrence Sweeney

Prisoners' Request Spac·eThis Is GCN's Open Space
For Prisoner Messa1es
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Harold Vincent is involved in organ
izing the gay prisoners in Louisiana
State Penitentiary. He and anothe1
prisoner are doing all the necessary
letter-writing by hand. Vincent asks
that someone send a portable typewriter to him. He says that it has to be
new and come from the store (probably
a prison requirement).
You can write letters of support or
send the typewriter to: Harold Vincent,
P.M.B. 73128, Comp. A-b/s-R.C.,
Angola, La. 70712.

ORUM
THE RECONSTRUCTION ERA

By William R. Kissinger
As an outside observer (on the
inside, if that seems possible), I find a
certain solace in the fact that my gay
brothers and sisters are somewhat thorough in their efforts to secure and
maintain the basic and fundamental
rights guaranteed to all persons, regardless of sexual preference or inclination. Over the period of several
decades, I have observed the struggle
for equality, an end to discrimination
and harassment of gays, and have been
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shocked to finally realize that this
struggle has at last taken a turn for the
better.
Perhaps I might have a better chance
of having this article or commentary
published were I to make it sound as
though it were a mourning prayer for
all homosexuals lost in the battle; but I
must make the decision within myself
as to whether I prefer the distinction of
publication, or the satisfaction of
expressing my opinion. I have decided
in favor of the latter. ·
When gay liberation (as in the case

· NEED OF THE WEEK
GCN needs volunteers to help fold
and mail out newspapers on Friday
evenings at 6 p.m. Many hands
make light work and enloyable
evenings.

of Women's liberation, Black liberation, etc.) first entered the forefront of
the national scene, it was regarded,
first, with shock, then with indignation, then with ribald humor, and now,
with gradual acceptance and cooperative assistance. We knew in the beginning where we were going; we know
now where we are; but do we know
where we have been?
It has been a long, tortuous trail on
the path of Gay Liberation, and many
have fought in this battle, some have
returned home safely, some have not.
I, for one, look sadly at the empty
places,- the spots where some of my
best friends once stood proudly with
signs and placards. Now, what is there,
besides the determination and perseverance of those who still stand in full
battle-dress?
There is the memory of sad times,
the memory of happy, joyous times;
there is the recollection of ourselves as
"First Night Outers," and there are the
worries over whether we made the right
decision at some long-passed turn in
the road. There is the bittersweet
memory of the expressions on Mom ~
and Dad's faces when we first told
them of our decision, and their initial
reaction.
But as with all embarrassing or painful moments, these have faded away,
and left the greater number of us a
treasured album of recollections related to happiness and the pursuit
thereof - happy moments with lovers
(often someone else's), that very
special birthday party we went to with
Ted and Bob, or Lislt and Carol, the
weiner roast (?) on .the beach after
marching in the hot sun all day - and
it has all become a very special part of
· our integral circuitry.
But, forget memories for a second,
and let's review some of the major
, targets of legislation and protest: (dis! crimination: the effort was to end it, to
I halt it. We have not been successful to
that end. It is simply that after all of
the local, state, and Federal forms have
been filled out, we are rejected or
denied for some such silly reasoning as
"dependency" or marital status "not
in concert with our needs'' or some
grouping of threads similar to an
English who-dunnit); harassment: as
· with discrimination, it was supposed to
end. It hasn't; only, when it is

committed, it is done more politely,
and with legal backing. For instance, a
person arrested on a charge of vagrancy, is said to have acted in a
"manner unbecoming" or to have
been observed in "a suspicious nature." It is only after one's arrest and
transfer into custody that the tongue
lashings and verbal abuse begin, not to
mention the inglorious ass-kickings
that take place in the jail proper, or the
rapes that occur in a hazy-painful aura
of sodomy in certain cellblocks.
So, I have to ask myself if we have
really come all as far as we think we
have? I am embarrassed and disappointed to say that we have not; and
scared to say that we have, for I may
trip on my upper lip. Or, should I
ignore. the question of progress ideals
versus achieved progress, and sit idly
by accepting tokenism (a term coined
by dissatisfied Black liberationists)?
Whether I ignore this question, or
dwell upon it, the situation has not
changed, and will not. So, I can do but
one thing: urge perseverence in this
Age of Reconstruction, and dedication
to the cause in the years following the
settling of the dust.
Owen D. Beall has coined a word,
"thinkagogue." Let us have some
thinkagogueisms, and determine exactly where we have been, and where we
need to go. We'll know a lot more
then, than we do now.

Editor's Note: In an attempt to get our
readership more involved with the
paper, GCN is offering this space for
opinions, views or feelings on gay
issues. Articles submitted to us for this
space should be addressed to Forum,
c/0 GCN. The articles should be 500
words or less and whenever possible
they should be typewritten and double
spaced. A /though, GCN reserves the
right to edit all copy we will honestly
strive to edit for length not for content.
This is your column, say what you
want!
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Jfssociate Jlrtists

OPERA
Company

BOSTON'S "OTIIER" OPERA COMPANY IS SECOND TO NONE!

February 27 & 28 at 8:00 PM

New Eltgland Bicentennial Premiere
-----GERTRUDE STEIN'S-----

THE MOTHER OF US ALL
-----•Music by Virgil Thomson .
_ -----•
(An opera of Women's Liberation)
Conducted by Edward Roberts
Directed by David Dorwart
with
Elisabeth Phinney, Jeanine Kelley, Ann Aubin, Julia Shelley,
Alexander Stevenson, John Bates, Robert Honeysucker, Stanley Wexler
All Productions designed by William Fregosi .

NATIONAL THEATRE
Tremont Street, Boston

$2.~0, $5.00, $6.50, $8.00

M.AIL ORDERS NOW ACCEPTED
22 Bromfield St.
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 426-4469
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News Commentarj·

Saxe's Poetry-Lesbian, Loving, Strong
By Nancy Wechsler
CAMBRIDGE - Saturday night,
Jan. 17, the Susan Saxe Defense Com- ·
mittee brought to people another
dimension of Susan Saxe. It was not
the Saxe portrayed in the straight press
but the Saxe who speaks for herself
through her poems.
·
The basement of the Red Bookstore .
in Central Square was full, as women 1
from Philadelphia read poems Susan
had written from the time she went
underground to her capture last March.
As the evening went on, the vision of
Susan behind bars faded somewhat as
the power of her poems took over. The
poems struck deep into the guts of all
those who heard them ... and all those
who truly care to see a better society.
The audience was mostly silent - once
in a while there was laughter or
applause or tears.
The poetry reading began with a
poem Susan wrote to her mother, in
October of 1970. Susan says it is the
first poem she wrote after going underground. It is clearly a poem written by
a woman to another woman. It is a
love poem in a sense, and in it Susan
reaches out to her mother and hopes to
be understood. It begins ...
''Mother,
My First love,
My branches rattle in the night.
Do you hear them reaching out to you?

and later ...
We search for each other in terrorDaughter and mother, leaf and bough.
Only a woman could understand.

Susan ends the poem by asking of her
mother "How can we possibly not be
one?"
Gears changed siightly when Susan's

poem "Self Defense" was read. (This
is the only one of Susan's poems that is
available in print.) The poem is subtitled "How to make a revolution without becoming a violent person." It is
filled with love for life - and also an
understanding that America will not be
changed into a life-loving society without people fighting back against the
violence of the State. It is a strong and ·
beautiful poem and sheds another sort

of light on those who believe in armed
struggle. It begins ...
Before every battle you must say this
prayer:
Death to the violence within and
without,
Death to the Father and the God
of Property.
May this be the last battle of the
Revolution,
And may life prevail.

TALK AMONG THE WOMENFOLK
[ Written sometime between April 1972-April 197,fJ

A friend said,
When I die, I don't want to be buried
in a box,
for who will feed the earthworms then?
And if my body is thrown into the sea,
think of what a good time the crabs will have.
I agreed,
I said, I want to die free,
I want to die among my people.
She said yes,
but then dying is dying,
in the arms of your tribe,
or a concrete cell.
Outside, of course, would be the best,
to say good-bye to the sun,
or moon, as the case may be.
Yes, said my love,
but most of all I want to die fighti11g.
I don't care where they take me,
(and I know she's scared)
I'll fight.
Yes, said our friend,
and I said, yes.
For this is the ground
and the c,enterpole
of our love.
© Copyright Susan Saxe. All Rights Reserved. Phi/a., PA 1975

Another short poem was read which
brought warm and understanding
smiles, especially from the lesbians in
the audience. It was a love poem
written by Susan to Kathy Power.
Susan asked that the poetry reading
end with a poem written by the women
of the Weather Underground. It is a '
poem for the SLA and it is about
terrorism - and it warns us to be
careful who we label as terrorists and
whose violence we scream out against.
It points out that you-are only called a
terrorist if you arc a few people and
· don't have a lot of weapons and it is
_the government you are fighting. If
you are powerful and use B52s against
the people of Vietnam then somehow
you are not terrorists.
The poems that were read were each
very different - some were of lesbian
love, of friends in pain, of being down,
of feeling strong and proud, of the act
of cutting one's hair, of armed struggle
and Revolution, of love for sisters and
comrades - and hatred for the State.
While each poem was different in
mood or specific content they all
carried with them the understanding of
what it means to be a woman, a
lesbian, a revolutionary, a strong and
caring person in America.
Susan's poems make it clear that she
can not be summed up in three words
and that the convenient labels . of the
straight press are one dimensional and
painfully inaccurate. Nor can the
movement sum her up or put a label on
her so easily as some might think. She
is a complex person, like most of us,
and her poems reflect this.
Susan's poems will be printed and
available in book form shortly.

All poems and quotes contained in this
article are copyright © Susan .Saxe,
Phi/a., Pa. 1~75. All Rights Reservecj-
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3 Floors of Fun
DISCO DAN-CING
/

with DJ: Jimmy S•• Conrad C••
Jimmy E.

•

MARY FAITH
COCKTAIL HOUR
Monday thru Fr,.iday, 3 pm -2 am
Hot Hors d'oeuvres, Cheeses, C~ackers, and Snacks
COCKTAIL PRICES
MONDAY AND
TUESDAY NIGHTS

SUNDAY
Disco Dancing
from 3 pm to 2 am

/

Free Bu/Jet at 4 pm, Cocktail Prices from 3 pm-8 pm
Pool Table, Games

1270 Boylston St •• Boston 261-1257
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By Michael Bronski
There is no reason why gay male
porno films cannot be intelligent,
witty, well photographed, and sexually
exciting. It may be impossible to ever
reconcile the effects of pornography
with the aims of art. Which is not to
say that there can never be good pornography, but just that the difference
between well done and badly done need
not be confused with the difference
between pornography and art. It is silly
to insist that pornography integrate
sexuality into a complex vision of
humanity - that would be art. We go
to pornography to see all that sexuality
that has always been missing from
other ''artistic'' endeavors.
There is plenty of badly written,
poorly filmed, and just plain sleazy
porno around so it is a treat to find one
that is not. Peter deRome's "Adam

and Yves" tries to raise itself above
run-of-the-mill porn by attaining such
a high degree of visual and verbal
literacy that ultimately stunts it from
going beyond its conceits and realizing
itself a a whole film. ~Set in Paris, it
concerns a short lived affair between
an American (Adam) and a Frenchman
(Yves). The gimmick is that de Rome
fills the film with allusions to varf~us
other films and writing. In an early
scene the couple finds themselves in a
vacant apartment a la "Last Tango."
"Do you get an incredible sense of deja
vu?" asks Yves. "I don't know what
that means," re~onds Adam. Later,
while recounting a past sexual experience, Adam recites W. H. Auden's
erotic (though not very good) poem "A
Day For A Lay" as we see it enacted.
There are also pieces of Cocteau, blaxploitation films, and bits of "Jules and
Jim" floating throughout the film. The

references are knowingly self indulgent, and amusing. They fail however to
become anything more than clever.
''Drive'' by Jack Deveau is very much
like an earlier, very funny, S.hort by
Peter deRome called ''The Second
Coming." It is a mixture of "The Man
From Uncle," Hammer horror films of
the sixties, and the low budget forties'
thrillers like ''The Cat People.'' The
complicated plot involves a kidnapped
scientist, a secret government agent, a
drug that would retard the sexual
drive, and an insane drag queen/
eunuch whQ wants all men to be as
pure, transcendent, and non-sexual as
he.
In the midst of all this silliness there
are always intersting things happening.
Ara.;hne (the drag queen) gives long
metaphysical meditations on the nature
of sexuality; her henchman, Androgeny, seems to be watching vic!-eo tapes

of the other characters; the agent's
lover complains that he never spends
enough time at home; and the head of
the secret service keeps complaining
that agents spend too much money on
disguises made of black leather.
The marvel of "Drive" is that it
keeps· so many things going and never
slights any of the sex. It is highly intelligent camp that never condescends or
fails to deliver what's been promised.
Both "Drive" and "Adam and
Yves" are fairly well photographed,

and recorded - although the prints are
not in the best condition. They are
clever and enjoyable; they never make
the fatal mistake of slighting the sex
scenes for the sake of "art." Pornography is not art, but with films like
these it isn't doing badly on its own.
Both films are now playing at the
South Station Cinema.
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Sex and Society In Nazi Germany, by

Hans. Peter Bleuel, Bantam Paperback, $1.95.

A Review by Tom McNamara ·
With the American Nazis apparently
making some inroads . into The Gay
Movement, it might be a good idea to
brush up on a little history. There are
people who would like to laugh off the
rise of Nazism as another freak
movement, maybe an outgrowth of
leather cultism and insignia collecting.
There could, perhaps, be these elements in it. But this was much the way
that Hitler's brownshirts were looked
upon in Germany and by most of the
world when they, too, were a small
group. The parallels are all there
including the tensions of a time of
economic chaos. It would be difficult
for anyone who hasn't read Shirer's
Rise and Fall of the Third Reich to
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understand what is happening these
days in America.
Another, more recent book, Th<l
Spear of Destiny, by H. R. TrevorRavenscroft, attempts to delineate
some of the "occult" underpinnings of
the Nazis' distorted philosophies and
after reading The Spear, it is not
difficult to see where they got some of
their shadowy Mephistophelean beliefs
that drove them up the walls when it
came to sex. Sex and Society In Nazi
Germany focuses specifically on the
laws, customs, beliefs and practices
that pre-figured the rise of National
Socialism and it presents examples of
what Hitler, Himmler and cohorts did
in the area of "sexual politics" once
they grabbed power. The facts are not
pretty and the book might conceivably ,
produce nightmares, but knowledge is
power, and if we don't want the Nazis
to co-opt our movement and use its
leverage to assume power in America,
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it is important to have the kind of
ammunition Sex and Society offers to
answer their propaganda.
Sex and Society documents Nazi
theory and practice on just about all
aspects of sex. Bleuel devot~s quite a
bit of space to the suppression and
persecution of homosexuals. He does
this frequently by quoting Hitler,
Himmler, and some of the minor functionaries, usually those of Himmler's
SS, whose apparent beliefs in the dim
and distorted "psychologies" and
"philosophies" that became the intel-

lectual basis of Nazism allowed them
to torture large numbers of gay people
in the same way they treated others in
such infamous concentration camps as
Auschwitz and Buchenwald.
According to Bleuel,,, much of his
homophobia stemmed from Himmler,
the ex-chicken farmer who became the
most powerful man in Germany and
much of Europe after Hitler. Of
Himmler, the author says: "(He
practiced) ... the most fanatical deni( Continued on page 15)

Penny Candy
By Brian Allen Goodrich
Just as the skin-diver must accept the demands of the sea,
acquire special skills and equipment and know their limits, so those
who would live the streets must adapt or leave or drown. I told you
about the hustlers hurting and a child-friend dead, the tired children _
who know better and their nameless johns. Let me tell you another
story, a story that needs to be told, a story whose bruised beuty is just
as much a part of the streets.

I was abruptly introduced to hustling by my lover/pimp, by rape
and by being ripe for the profession. Not at all, I believe, typical of
the ways and means most young boys discover hustling. For I believe
it to be a discovery, part of a sexual odyssey, certainly nothing as
simplistic as a need for cash or a need to exploit. We as a society deny,
ostrich-like, the existence of adolescent sexuality, forgetting our own
teen years. Puberty, the ultimate child molester, offered the bitter
sweet candy to us all. For most of us, what innocence was lost, was
gladly given away.

Let me tell you about Henry, a careful man involved in stocks
and bonds and boys. Henry was forty-two when I met him; that
would make him fifty now._And let me tell you about Frank. He was
sixteen when I met him and so was I.

Frank first. Frank was a runaway as so many of us were. It
wasn't very clear to us then why we ran, why we had to run, though I
have my suspicions now. He was long and lean and two heads taller
than me with curled chestnut hair, warm brown eyes and an easy
smile. I think I loved him. It was easy to love him~ I pieced together
the scraps of stories he told me, for we all had our stories of the past,
some we told and some were never spoken.

Frank was the second youngest of seven children in a large and
what he considered to be a happy family. An Italian family of the old
world who had given him five niece{ and nephews to bounce on his
young knees, to throw in the air and to remind him of expectations

he could not fulfill. His aborted attempts at sex with other boys had
showed him he was different. His feelings afterwards could only be
described as love and guilt. There were names for boys like him, he
knew them and he ran from them. In the right setting, in the right
mood he could have perhaps talked of his gayness then, if his
fledgling sexuality could have been called that. But for Frank, in his
home, the moods and settings were never right.

Eventually, deliberately, he discovered the other world to be
found in the city. Discovered it in subtle style of a meaningful look.
The acute awareness of a casual glance. The conversations carefully
constructed. The sixth sense is sexuality.
,
And so with a fight over chores or lousy marks in school he ran.
Not knowing then, perhaps still doesn't know, that he had planned
the leaving months, perhaps years, before.

Henry was a quiet man. Were he a color, it would be grey.
Henry was careful not to be seen, not to be noticed, for thirty some
years he had played the quiet game of anonymous sex. Henry was the
man Frank might have been if things had only been a little different.
Perhaps if the times had demanded more or his parents demanded
less. Henry had been in the war in Europe and had gone leaving a
wife three months pregnant. He, guilty with relief to be gone and she,
I imagine, marking the double waiting. Over twenty years later with a
six-pack and two boys yqunger than his own children, he sat in an
eastside hotel and told us of men loving men in a war-maddened
world. With what came in us closest to respect and pity we listened as
he told us of his return to a three year _old daughter and the other
stranger, his wife. Told us how he had returned to a life of GI loans
and houses in the suburbs, as thousands of others had. Continuing
on as if they had not gone nor grown. There were two other children
after that and increasingly successful jobs. But he had not forgotten
men lov_ing men and he turned as we would years later to the streets
and movie houses, the beaches and bus terminals.

He was proud of never having been caught. One step ahead of
the police. A man with a good job and family. Beaten once, robbed
twice. A cop once took a twenty and gave him a warning. But then,
he was caught eventually. Caught in a way that S\lrprised all of us.
He was caught by Frank. They met on a street known for its cruising,
met as many had before. Exploring and explaining on a rented bed,
they broke their own rules and allowed themselves to become real.
Henry had spent years in anonymous loving. I believe that can be a
kind of loving. He rarely saw the same trick twice - it was a big city
But he saw Frank again. And again. Spending entire weekends with
him. For Henry too, Frank was easy to love, and Frank in turn loved
him. Perhaps a gentle twist in the old love story, but not without its
pain. Surely not without its pain. There was the inev_itable divorce,
the loss of Henry's job (his wife called the company) and the loss of
his children. I imagine Henry is a grandfather now, children he will
never see. But there is till Frank and Henry, I'm sure of it.

There are so many johns like Henry. Good, kind men who in
other times, in other places might have chosen different lives. Yes,
there are the others, sick child molesters, self-hating homophobes,
users and abusers of all kinds. They are the unloved and helpless
whom we have chosen to fear and hate.

But listen for the sake of the others. Listen for a moment to the
tragedy and the irony. Losten to the muffled voices, the footsteps in
the dark, of boys and men attempting to steal what society will not
give them. Watch as suburban neighbors meet, the paperboy paid
again, daddies and Daddy's best friend driven by society into this
awkward and unnatural dance.
GCN, January 31, 1976 • !Page I

SB: Which means you go out in public dressed as a woman?

AK: Yes. Or as a man. Either role. I feel I have to express both gender roles. I have
reached the level of confidence where I feel I can present a suitable image and elicit
the kind of responses I want as Ariadne Kane.
SB: What pressures do you feel from leading this kind of double life, where some
people know you as one person and others know you as another?
AK: I do not consider it pressure. I feel very comfortable in either role. Making a
transition from one role to the other is an option - something I can do when I
want to do it.
SB: Do you enjoy the duality?
AK: Very much. I think that a person who can experience real interactions from
both points of view has a kind of wisdom that is unique.
SB: In your experience in going out in public as a woman, do you find that the
public sees you as a woman, or as a man dressed as a woman?

AK: I work hard at giving myself an acceptable feminine image. I think that the
responses I have gotten in public - from catcalls, to invitations, to compliments,
· to not getting any second looks, - indic.ate to me that I am not looked on as· .
someone extraordinary.
SB: Is it illegal in Massachusetts to be a transvestite?

AK: It is not illegal to crossdress in Massachusetts, and it is not illegal in the City of
Boston. However, there might be local ordinances concerning crossdressing and in
some towns there might be a fine.

Artadne Kane Speaks of.the Transvestite
Ariadne Kane is an experienced, sensitive and articulate lecturer on
the subject of transvestism, transgenderism and transsexualism. She
has coordinated three New England Conferences on Alternate Sex .
and Gender Lifestyles and was the organizer of the Fantasia Fair in
Provincetown last fall.
To present and clarify some of the misunderstood and rconfusing
attitudes and practices within the TV subculture, she has consented
to give this interview to GCN. It iJ her hope that what follows will
provide a new window through which to view this subculture. She
can be reached by writing P.O. Box 161, Cambridge, MA -02140.
SB: Obviously a person is not born a transvestite. At what point in your life did
you express yourself as "Ariadne Kane"?
AK: Five years ago I "came out of the closet" and developed close relationships
with other TVs. This was when Ariadne began to grow.
SJ3: What is a transvestite?
AK: The term "transvestite" describes someone who crossdresses fashions suitable (by whatever conventions) to the opposite sex.

i.e. wears

SB: Do male transvestites want to be women?
AK: No. The desire to portray the role of a woman is an expression of gender
feelings. ''Gender'' refers to the feelings, roles and behavior our culture considers .
"masculine" or "feminine." A person's sex, on the other hand, is either male or
female as determined by anatomy and genetic make-up. Parents, society, the ·
child's earliest environment tend to reinforce the development of a gender role
commensurate with the biological sex a person is born with. However, a person's
gender feelings do not always match his or her biological sex, and these submerged
feelings may be expressed through crossdressing.
The behavior, motives, sexual preferences and lifestyles of people who ·
. crossdress vary from individual to individual. When a person functions publicly in
either gender role we use the term "transgenderist." A transgenderist goes beyond
cross dressing to convey an image and express feelings we usually associate with ·
femininity. Some of these characteristics are behavioral - the way one walks, sits,
crosses one's legs, carries himself. Some are physical - such as hair removal or·
hormone injections to de'-'.elop secondary sexual characteristics. Some transgender-.
ists live most of their lives in their preferred gender role, functioning as women 01
men socially but not biologically. For others, this is not enough. When a person
decides that he or she can no longer live in a physical body that does not match his
or her preferred gender, he or she may opt for reassignment surgery. When we use
the classification "transsexual." None of these classifications are absolute.
SB: What do you consider yourself?
AK: I consider myself a transgenderist.
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I do spend a large part of my time, however, on activ1tles concerning the
TV-TG-TS community. Social acceptance of the TV subculture is about where the
gay subculture was five years ago. Because so many TVs are in the closet, the
general public rarely has a chance to go beyond the stereotypes ·and gain more
understanding of the TV-TG-TS world through exposure.
We are currently developing a TV Outreach program as a resource both for
members of the TV-TG-TS community and for people who wish to learn more
about it. Speakers are available for groups such as mental health workers,
personnel managers, students, clubs, hotline training classes and members of the
medical profession. We· are also planning a third New England Conference on
Alternative Sex and Gender Lifestyles which will be held this spring. For more
information write P.O. Box 161T, Cambridge, MA 02140.

SB: You were also one of the organizers of the Fantasia TV Fair held in Provincetown last October. Are any other events being planned?
AK: Yes. Letters from last fall's participants have encouraged us to begin planning
Fantasia Fair 1976, which will again offer a chance to spend nine days "en femme"
October 15-24 in Provincetown .

. SB: Have you felt ostracized from the Gay Community?
AK: No, on the contrary. I am a person who is interested in meaningful encounters
between two human beings whether they be of the same biological sex or not.
Because of this I feel I share the spirit of gay liberation. We are grateful to the
enlightened members of the Gay Community for their support, friendship and
cooperation. It is only through mutual understanding and tolerance of different
social minorities that we can really achieve social justice.

te Experience
A person arrested for crossdressing has a right to legal counsel and should not
answer any questions until legal counsel has been provided. Often people are
picked up for crossdressing who do not know the law and are willing to pay a fine
- even if it is not a legally imposed fine - to avoid making a public issue of it.
SB: It becomes legal blackmail?
AK: Yes. Some TVs who go out regularly in public carry something identifying
them in their femme role which can be used as evidence in court if necessary. The
law enforcement looks on crossdressing quite differently if its purpose is not to
commit a crime or solicit for prostitution.

SB: How do you differentiate transvestites from people into "skag drag,'' i.e.
Divine, the Cycle Sluts?
AK: I assume what these people are interested in is making money. I am interested
in expressing an aspect of my gender identity.
SB: What about drag queens?
AK: A drag queen's essential purpose in crossdressing is to attract members of the
same sex by masquerading as a member of the opposite sex. My purpose is to
derive pleasure from expressing my gender state in public.

SB: Do you think crossdressing is threatening to most heterosexual men?
AK: Yes. Men are expected to be strong, brave, assertive, competitive, sexually
potent and financially successful. Many men would not risk doing anything outside
the confines of what society considers masculine.
SB: Many feminists feel that transvestites rely on stereotypes of femininity clothes, mannerisms, attitudes - which feminists· now consider destructive. How
do you reconcile your views to theirs?
AK: We are all victims of society's stereotypes. In the long run it is self-defeating
to polarize feelings which are not intrinsically either masculine or feminine. Men
need the freedom to be frivolous, tender, vulnerable, coy, bitchy, dependent, etc.,
just as much as women need to be free of the limitations of traditional ~mininity
in order to express the full range of what it means to be human. I feel crossdressing
gives me that opportunity to best express my "feminine" feelings.
SB: Do the transvestites you know hate women?
AK: Most of the transvestites I know are married. I don't hate women and most of
my transvestite friends enjoy relationships with women. Of course, I can't speak
for all transvestites.
SB: Do you feel your life is dominated by transvestism?
AK: No. No one is "just' .. a transvestite, or transgenderist, or homosexual or
heterosexual. People are very complicated. The behavior we see in public is just the
tip of the iceberg.
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Bisexual·Shares Lifestyle
By/. P. Jayzee
One evening, before Christmas, I
turned on what I thought was channel
38, only to discover that I was
watching Catch 44, on channel 44. The
program then in progress was sponsored by the Gay Community News,
and was a panel discussion on the gay
.movement. Near the end of the
program they invited anyone to drop in
and share their lifestyle with them.
How could sharing my lifestyle be 'of
any benefit to anyone, was the first
question entering my mind. Yet, if only
one person reading this could gain
from it, would this not be worth any
time and effort on my part? I do not
feel that this is an ego trip, but I do feel
the need to share. If my experience
proves to anyone, that they are not
. alone, that others are living a similar
lifestyle, and managing to maintain the
balance, then it would be worth it.
My age is 52, and for almost 40 of
these years I have been a bisexual. For
the last 25 years I have been happily
married and have a family of four
children. The need for bisexuality has
always been with me, and it has not
always been easy to maintain a happy
balance, making sure that neither side
suffer from any hurt. Fortunately, I
have a wonderful and understanding
wife who knew what I was prior to our
marriage. I have never tried to fool
either her, myself or anyone with
whom I have had relations. To flaunt
my being gay in public, however,
would inflict harm to too many
innocent people, which I do not care to
do. This is the main reason why I am
writing this under a pen name. Is this
being totally honest? This question

bothered me a great deal. It was
pointed out to me, that if my lifestyle
had any meaning to anyone, the name
itself was not this important. If anyone
has any questions they would like to
ask me, I am sure that the editor of the
Gay Community News would be happy
to forward them on to me.
It was during my high school days
that I knew I was different from the
other boys I hung around with, yet I
wasn't about to admit the difference to
anyone, let alone myself. After graduation, I entered a Seminary for a short
.period of time, and although I had no
trouble in getting along, I knew I could
not live under the dogmas that were
being taught.
World War II found me enlisted in
the Navy for a period of six years, and
as I look back, these years were among
the most enjoyable of my life. The
chance to constantly travel and meet
new people and have enjoyable gay
contacts proved to me beyond all
doubt that I was a bisexual, and would
remain one. It is never an easy thing to
really get to know yourself and do so
honestly, but I believe that unless a
person faces the truth about himself
(or herself) they will never be a whole
person. You must accept and love·
yourself for what you are before you
can really love another totally. The key
to the entire love bit is to really love
yourself first.
During the service years and for a
few years afterwards, I was associated
with psychiatric work. It was during
this time I realized the full impact of
what gay people have to live with. The
unnecessary guilt, the hang-ups, the
loneliness, the frustrations, . the rejec-
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tion, the persecution, the unacceptance, the exile all tend to create the vast
hell of which I speak and of which you
all know.
Where does one turn to? To a puritanical society which is in no way ready
to receive them? To the so called
Christian churches, whose very Christianity is not sufficient to extend a real
welcome to someone who is different?
The very difference alone tends to
threaten the security of the whole
system. Or do you turn to politicians,
. who will love you until the last vote is
in and counted, and then watch out?
My brothers and sisters who are gay,
you better realize that except for each
other, you stand alone and need each
other. Until the day when Christian
love becomes a deed rather than a

word, you will stand alone. You really
· have to do your own thing, and once
you have decided what that thing is,
then do it and be proud of it. Live so
that you may live with yourself, and
God, if you are one to believe in God.
Although I have lost my faith in many·
of His followers, I have never lost faith
in God, and I firmly believe that He
has never lost faith in me.
It is a joy to see the Gay movement
gaining momentum, as it is doing, and
I admire the courage of all the gays
who stand to be counted, even though I
must admit to doubts concerning my
own courage.
My thanks to GCN for allowing me
to express my feelings and if I can be of
any help to anyone, I will be more than
willing to listen.
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WilliaDI Loeb, U n c l o t h e d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Who the Hell is William Loeb? by
Kevin Cash, Amoskeag Press, Manchester, N.H'. $5.95.
·

A Review by Thom Willenbecher
William Lobe has been called Emperor of New Hampshire. Son of a
·wan Street winner and confidante of
Teddy Roosevelt, Bill Jr. had a hard
time living up to his name. He , wanted
to be a big newspaper publisher, so in
1941 he borrowed .$40,000 from his
Mom, bought a local daily and was on
his way. Since then he has become
president and publisher of New Hampshire's large~t · daily, the Manehester
Union Leader, and by all estimation
the most powerful man in the state. He
has made governors Meldrim
Thompson. It is said that he has
broken a would-be President - William Mu~kie - by publishing things
about the candidate's wife that made
him cry before the TV cameras.
Since Loeb took over, the Manchester Union Leader has become one of
the most unusual papers in the history .
of Americ,an journalism.\ He pas carried the W. R. Hearst legacy to a
surrealistic extreme; the journalistic
standards of the paper are epitomized
by such headlines as '' Kissinger and the
Kike" and "Flip-flop Muskie." Its
devotion to its master's ego comes
through in two-page sports section
spreads describing Loeb's hunting and .
fishing exploits. When President Nixon
visited China in 1971, he ran a blackdocumenting the financial, sexual and
bordered front page editorial expressdrinking careers of his many adversaries. William Loeb seems to have the
ing fears that the U.S. would be
goods on everybody.
betrayed to the Communists. Other
William Loeb's hatred of homoeditorials have been devoted to such
. sexuals is notorious. When a gay
matters as springing Jimmy Hoffa
student group attempted to organize
from prison, setting up Ari Onassis's
oil refi_neries in New Hampshire, and . : .on the University of New Hampshire
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cult of Lesbianism" - a hard-core
. piece portraying sex acts dredged from
the darkest reserves of ' male hetero
fantasy.
A former employee of the Union .
Leader, Kevin Cash has written a book
, entitled Who the Hell is William Loeb,
which strips the emperor of his protective cover. It says things that would
never be printed in the Union Leader
- about how Loeb swung elections by
supporting dummy candidates, how he
hounded a former governor's 15-yearold daughter into a mental hospital
after she advocated the legalization of
pot, about how he crushed his news"'
paper rivals, and how he now likes to
stalk the,hallways of his office carrying
a loaded pistol. Kevin Cash seems to
have the goods on William Loeb.
Predictably, Cash's book has set
off shock waves ·in New Hampshire.
Though at first publishers refused to
handle the manuscript, Cash set up the
Amoskeag Press and published it himself. Since then the book has sold out
as soon as it has appeared in drugstores
and newsstands, often alongside the
Union Leader. After three months it
has gone into its fourth printing. Loeb
has not sat idly by; he has dealt Cash
some of his most vituperative epithets,
and has threatened to sue for libel.
Cash threatens to counter-sue. A~d
despite its great accomplishment,
Cash's book will not set standards in
\ the ethics of journalism; it indulges in
many of the same tactics - the namecalling, doom-saying, presentation of
speculation and hearsay as truth which Loeb has used so successfully
over the years. It is a nasty book about
campus, he ran a series of frontpagers, including ''·Pansies on Cama nasty man, and though we would like
. pus" and "Sodom and Gomorrah,"
to believe everything it says is true, we
stating
that
homosexuals
were
out
to
find
it hard to because of the yellow
.
lure innocent students to their meetstyle. But Cash performs -« great
service by giving back to Loeb the
ings and convert them to their way of
venom he has so long dished out to
life, thereby undermining the values of
others. The motto of the Union Leader
Western Civilization. He urged univeris from Daniel Webster's quote:
sity administrators, state legislators
''There is nothing so powerful as
and the courts to expel the gays and
truth.'' Cash notes that the paper fails
their defenders before they had a
to include the second half of the quote,
chance to spread their "contagion."
namely, ". . . and there is nothing so
These included a series on Manchesthis
dangerous as a half-truth."
ter-'s sin spots by one Warren Peace
might be added: there is nothing so
(War and Peace - get it?) describing
one 14-year-old's "initiation into the
venomous as a truth long suppressed.

Bruce SteveP1,son
Walter Boce
. plus Chorus

[For the ~enefit of the Homophile Community Health Servi~e]

$5.00
Saturday, January 31
8pm

NEW ENGLAND LIFE HALL
225 Clarendon St., Boston

MAIL ORDERS ALSO ACCEPTED

g CW 'Tic~ts
[617] 426-4469
22 Bromfield St., Boston 02108

Nazi
(Continued from page 8)

abilities denied to the normal man. He
was well-read enough to be acquainted
with the frequent occurrence of homosexual leanings among historical personages of genius from Plato to Frederick the Great, and he was enough of
a hero-worshipper to find this 'somehow' uncanny and suppress it in his
own way - the SS way.'• Anyone who
has seen any of the TV documentaries
or even watched some of those old .
"late late" movies, shouldn't find it
difficult to imagine what the "SS way"
of dealing with such "problems" to
"the New Order" turned out to be.
Anyone who needs more information
will find a lot of it in Sex and Society in
Nazi Germany.
··

gration of male homosexuals because it
was used to mobilize ingrained bourgeois hatred, not only of 'the others',
but also of one's own kind. (Himmler)
. . . dished up all the old cliches and
added some more of his own devising.
Homosexuals were mentally diseased,
effeminate and cowardly. They lied
and believed their own lies . . . Nevertheless, these self-righteous and malicious tirades harbored a trace of envy
and respect.
"Himmler's bourgeois conception
of moral sickness went hand in hand
with a secret sense of inferiority at the
thought that these degenerate 'effeminates' possessed special antennae and
~

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY
HEALTH
Women-Owned and Controlled
137 Hampshire St., Cambridge MA 02139
(617) 547-2302
SELF-HELP GROUPS - Discuss
and share info about anatomy,
breast conditions, sexuality, etc.
SLIDE SHOW
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS
Also: Gynecological and Abortion Help,
Pregnancy Screening.

Save·th_is Ad/or 1011/o Courtesy Discount
for repuirs· ~m{l

LESTER'S T. V.
.TV-Radio-Phonos-Hifi-Color
.
-

I •

l--------------I

l1

: .

Expert Repair & New T. V.s & Stereos- at
lowest prices ANYWHERE! We also buy and
sell used T . V.s. Outside antenna installation a
specialty. Mass. Tech. Lie. 981.
'Old fashioned service at an honest price!
,Free Pickwp and Delivery

15 Revere St., Beacon Hill, Boston
Tel. 523-2187
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Women's Bar Opens
Can you believe it? Another
women's bar opened in Boston last
week - Auntie Em's Room. Last year
the Citadel's plush downstairs lounge
became a women's bar; last week the
spacious front room of the Oz opened.
Of course Boston has always had a
large women's community. The opening of two new bars just shows that
business people recognize that providing separate bar space for women is
more economicall y feasible than just
inviting them to join the men. This
means that we've liberated men as far
as their pocketbooks are concerned.
Because, as we all know, 99% of all the
women's bars, everywhere, are owned
by men. Now, we can call this exploitation and not go to the bars. But if, as I
do, you like to boogie, drink and rock
with a large crowd bf sisters, be glad
that the women's bar does exist. Keep
working for liberation and know in
your heart that soon we'll all own our
own bars.
Meanwhile, another women's bar in
any area is good for the community.
Liberty Standing, the fine new women's rock band from Western Massachusetts, played the opening. A new
bar means another place for musicians
to play, another place where women
are hited to manage, wait tables, tend
bar for other women rather than for
men. So, I'm an incurable optimist,
and I never miss an opening.
Auntie Em's opening repaid my
optimism. There was a free buffet, free
champagne, good disco music before

and between the band sets. Lillith's
sound person came down to replace
Liberty Standing's missing member,
setting an atmosphere of good feeling.
They needed it to carry all that equipment up the stairs to the high stage. I
know that was a tough job, but it
certainly didn't spoil the band's flawless performance . The women only
complained that the dance floor was
too small (managemen t tells me that
that will be taken care of in the future).
There's a fine pool table and lots of
booths. I like to sit in booths; they're
comfortable . And the way the room is
. set up you can see everyone seated and
standing from any place in the bar.
This makes for easy eye-contact,
waving and people watching. The band
is up on a high stage which really looks
and sounds good, but lead singer
Claire was sorry she couldn't be closer
to the audience.
"It's like a night club here," one
woman said.
''I like it. It feels homey and comfortable," another said.
The manager, Sandy Rivera, was
pleased at the large turn-out. "I see a
lot of women here I've never seen
before," she said. "I hope it's a
success because this is a nice area for
women to come to at night (969 Commonwealth Ave.)."
Sandy plans lots of good entertainment and special fun things for the
women. Right now the bar is open
·· Wednesday night through Sunday. The
weekend cover will be $1.
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The Nuna ber One Male Fant asy Hits the Mart ini Tabl e
Sappho, The Art of Loving Women,
photographs by J. Frederick Smith,
text translated from Sappho, Chelsea House Publishers, 1975, 160 pp.,
$25.00.

A Review by Regina Kahney .
Ever hear of reviewing a book sight
,._ unseen? Sounds about as probable as
running a full-page ad for a photographic volume called Sappho, The Art
of Loving Women without once using
the word "lesbian," doesn't it? But
truth, as always, is stranger than
fiction, and poetic (and advertising)
license will prevail.
Publisher's Weekly is quoted in the
Dec. 7 New York Times Book Review
ad I speak of: ''. . . This exquisitely
produced big volume may shock some,
but it offers Sappho's poetry a new life
and more than incidentally breathes a
mystical and even sacred element into ·
.sex ... elegantly designed, a gorgeous
martini-tabl e item to set beside Comfort's The Joy of Sex." How nice.
Once more we lesbians are relegated to
the martini table and the cocktail
· party. Wi th the publication of this
book we maintain our position as The
# 1 Straight \fale Fantasy, once again
beating out black stockings and bondage'. Perhaps the only "shock" generated by tr is book will be experienced
by lesbian readers who see it and say
"My God. if these women are lesbians,
I want to meet them!''
The ad also touts this volume as ''the
complete poetry of Sappho translated
by four centuries of leading poets.''
Pretty neat trick, considering that the
bulk of Sappho's work was burned
starting around 380 A.D., with the
official recognition of Christianity in
Page 16 • GCN, January 31, 1976

the Roman Empire. So the "complete poetry of Sappho," according to
Dolores Klaich (Woman + Woman,
William Morrow & Company, Inc.,
1974) dwindled from nine books of
poetry - some . : noo tines , - to
the 500 lines in t:xisll:Ih.:e today - one
complete poem, the rest fragments.
Chelsea House Publishers only wants
·
$30 for this book ·
the "deluxe
of
one
buy
can
Or, you
hand-bound limited" editions of 500
copies, "each numbered and signed by
the photograph er" for only $150. Or,
you can hotfoot it to your local newsstand and pray that they still have the
October issue of Playboy, which features ten pages of excerpts from the
book, for only $1.25 (and promises a
sequel in February!).
The excerpts were enough for me fourteen color photographs in that
inimitable Playboy style - extravagantly romantic settings complete with
strategically placed scarves, diaphanous negligees, erotically-sm eared lipstick and, of course, those flawless
Playboy1an models with their blemishfree bodies and expressions of detached
pre-occupati on.
My favorite photo appears in the
upper left corner of page 131. In front
we see Beautiful Blonde Butch, hair
pulled back tight, wearing only a ·g reen
velvet blazer. Her brows are pencilthin, cheekbones high and highly
glossed, nails and lips a matching
shade of sinfur red, eyes half closed in
that defiant "Go on, try to hurt me"
look. For the piece-de-resistance: dangling from her no-nonsense lips - a
lighted cigarette (could be a joint) and
behind · her the Equally Beautiful
Femme, mouth slightly open, one hand .

inside the green blazer. The one in
front could be Humphrey Bogart in
drag. Under this shot: "My words are
nothing but air /But they are life breath
to hear," translated by Anonymous .
Anonymous did a lot of the translations in the Playboy piece. It can only
be assumed that he is one of the "four
centuries of leading poets'' mentioned
· above.
One could venture a guess that
honoring the "complete poetry of
Sappho" with this volume is merely
window dressing for the more serious
business of selling to the straight male

market photographs of women making
love. As my brother always said in his
teen years, upon being caught redhanded with his nose buried in one of
my father's Playboy magazines, "But
Dad, I only read it for the articles!"

© 1975 Regina Kahney

PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL
Donald P. Williams
Registered Electrologist

2&7 8180

41.9 Boylston St.
Bost n Suite 607
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GE.M-ELLl'S RESTAURANT
ITALIAN CUISINE

23 Jersey St., Boston
. (Right around the corner from the 1270 Club, Directly across from Fenway Park.)

FINE LIQUORS AND WINES

247-3353

Reservatio ns accepted

_Monday thru Friday I 1:30_-JO p.m.
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CHAMPAGNE LOUNGE
Boston's Most Intimate Disco
Bar Tenders
JOANNE BUDDY
ARTIE

Waitren
TERRY

Open 12 Noon 'ti! 2 a.m.

227 Tremo nt St., Boston

Go-Go Boys
7 Nights
A Week

338-8583
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Tbe Viea> ,:Rom fbe Closet
By A. Nolder Gay
CAT TALES

[Ed. Note: The GCN Features Department, ever on the alert for stories
guaranteed to produce a plethora of
pop-off Letters to the Editor, sent an
inquiring reporter through the snowdrifts to the spacious Beacon Hill
closet of A. Nolder Gay in pursuit of a
first anniversary interview. Neither A.
Nolder nor his lover were at home, so
our enterprising reporter, loath to
leave a warm fire and a bottle of
sherry, decided to interview the hospitable third member of the household.]
Reporter: My editor· tells me I have to

get the facts before touting my own
opinions. She's very repressive that
way, you know. So what did you say
your name is?
Kitten: Mischief. Sometimes spelled
MS-chief, or MS, for short.
R: And are you male or female, straight
or gay?
K: Well, I don't believe in neat categories. At the moment, I'm describing myself as a liberated androgynous pansexual. But they're raising
me to be a dyke. I don't know exactly what dykes do, but they seem
to think it's a very good thing to be.
They say that if I'm a proud little
dyke, they'll pay for my truck driving lessons when I get older.
R: What's it like for a liberated kitten
_
living with two gay men?
K: Of course, they're such big galoots,
you know, and A. Younger in particular is always tripping over me.
They're pretty good about meals and
such, and very warm in bed, .but
they're also awfully paternalistic. I
suspect I'm not the only kitten who

gets the .polite MCP treatment from
allegedly liberated gay males. I'd
really like to get a chapter of dykitten
liberation started here in Boston. But
of course I can't do it yet because
I'm not allowed to cross the street
alone.
R: You're really on .the cutting edge of
the movement, all right. Dykitten
liberation? Far out!
K: (lapping sherry) Well, like the rest
of the outer fringe of the avantgarde, I get my inspiration from
GCN. I have plenty of time to read
it, too, since they put it under my
litterbox. It's really great stuff - for
lining litterboxes, at least.
R: Could you give our readers some
zippy stories about how they live?
Are they into the disco scene, or
role-playing, or zapping the media?
In a word, how would you characterize their gay life-style?
K: In a word, sedate. They're pretty
much like any other "forgotten"
gays, the ones who will never get into
either the slick media or the police
listings. On the mornings A. Nolder
teaches (which he does as little as
possible), he drives A. Younger to
work just like any other housespouse
(not to be confused with housemouse, which is in my department).
As for role-playing, it's no big
deal. A. Younger does the dishes
(which A.N.G. hates) and A. Nolder
the laundry (which A. Y.G. can't
stand). Whoever is home first generally gets supper, and they sort of
split up the rest of it. You'd better
leave the daily routine stuff out of
your article, though. It always discourages the romantics.

You are cordially
invited to attend a
.Valentine's Day
Costume ·n rag Ball
and Disco Party
to be held on
Thursday, February 12
at

ing
his
ed-

of
lut

R: (pouring another drink) But what
about the generation gap? They say
that over ten years difference really
makes for trouble in a relationship.
Yet A. Younger looks about 19 and
A. Nolder - well, he's obviously
passed 19 a couple of times around
and is working hard on the third. It's
the first relationship for either of
them, yet it's lasted a year already.
What's the big secret?
K: Well, dodo, it's no big secret. First
there's the obvious basis of any good
relationship, that each loves and accepts the other for what he is, not
for what he looks like! Secondly, .
while they share certain interests,
each allows the other enough breathing space. A. Younger has friends his
own age and likes a good time with
them, and he goes off on his own
tangents of a winter's evening, while
A. Nolder breathes a mock sigh of
relief and settles down with his
books and writing.
R: (leaning forward, confidentially)
Look, you seem to be a pretty sharp
cat. How about letting me in on
something every GCN reader can

really relate to. You know, what
about their love life?
K: (lighting catnip cigar) Whenever the
subject of sex comes up, A. Nolder
puts on his academic-erudite pose
and quotes Lord Chesterfield: ''The
pleasure is momentary, the position
is ridiculous, and the expense is
damnable!" But I'm a bit of a
voyeur, you know, and I've noticed
that whenever A. Younger gets a
glint in his eye . . .

•

[Ed. Note: At this point the seance was
abruptly terminated by the unexpected
arrival of A. Nolder Gay who,
properly irate upon seeing how much
of his best sherry had been consumed
in the course of this tedious interview,
promptly kicked the reporter out into a
snowbank and banished Mischief to
the furthest reaches of the closet.
Readers interested in contributing to
the FREE MISCHIEF NOW Fund [for
this week's cause celebrel may send
donations to GCN, Box CAT. [For
easier laundering, checks should be
made out to SOLVENCY 76].
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The most comprehensiv e and accurate
of its kind, prepared by those who know
gay New England best . . . gay New
E~glanders.
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969 COMM. AVE., BOSTON

Prizes will be $200 in cash
to the best costume.
$200 to the best_Drag
$100 In cash to the best dancer

Your admission will include
free red champagne and buffet.

For reservations call
254-9889
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Ihe 1976 edition, A Gay Person's Guide to New England. Available at
$3. 75 from finer bookstores, gay bars, baths, and organizations throughout
New England and the world. By mail, $4.00 postpaid from: GPG, Dept.
DA-1, 22 Bromfield St., Boston, MA 02108. Copies sent in plain brown
envelope. Make cheque payable to "GCN."
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Apartments;

GWM, 18, seeks employment. Experience working with people, day care,
hospital work , etc. Hard worker and
responsible lking for work in any type
of service oriented work. All replies
answered . Write GCN Box 535.
4 dyke carpenters , 3 yrs. exp., ext. int.
repairs and remodeling . Free est . Call
Diane 628-0409, Dusty 628-6681, Irene
628-2763 .
DOES YOUR APT. NEED. CLEANING
or repairs? Gay m!'lle, 17 , will do it for
you . Experienced and responsible. If
interested 523-0368 and leave message
for Kevin . All replies will be promptly
answered.

Providence , 3 rms and bath near Prov.
College . $125/ mo . includes heat , hot
water, stove, fridge ; lease. Call evenings (401) 272-7957 .
South End studio apartment, $100/mo,
utilities included. Near public transportation . Call 426-5524 after 5.
BOSTON, DORCHESTER, Jones Hill
near St. Margaret's Hosp . , close to
MBTA and UMass . 5 rooms, 2 bedroom apt. on first fl of 3 family house.
Pets ok . $150 ptus- util. , gas heat. Call
287-1518 after 5:30 pm wkdys, anytime
y;eekends .
Beacon Hill , studios and rooms $28·45
per wk, kitchen facilities , common
bath, wooden floors , fireplaces in
some , good location. Call anytime
227-3610 or stop by 10 am to 6 pm at 41
Anderson St ., Apt . 1. Maria and Lenore .
Seeking a gay female with apartment to
share along with parking area near
Boston . Call May (617) 686-5295 .

Experienced typesetter, pasteup & layout man , now student , desires similar
position or office work, part time a/terInoons. Call 296-4517 eves.
1GF wants working situation with wo·men in New England area. Have background in printing press and newspapers. Write GCN Box 470.

Carpentry , remodeling , repairs anc
locks installed . Joan 617-864-1802 .
Moving and hauling with pickup . Call
Lin 617-864-1802.

75 ACRES OF LAND
collectively owned in Western Ma. open
to receiving proposals from interested
groups for use of resources or possible
sate. Sale would provide source of
income for movement groups or projects. Call Mat 354-2070 or write Kathy ,
27 Lindsey St., Dorch . Ma. 02124 .
Spiritual Awareness. Are you gay and
into yoga, meditation, etc .? Have you
had difficulty being accepted by
consciousness-expanding
organizations when they found out you were
gay? Love , brotherhood, and sisterhood
are not strictly heterosexual phenomena. You don't have to be straight (or
even normal!) to be on the path to a
higher awareness. Those that would tell
you this are victims of their own defects
and need time to make changes .
BUT MEANWHILE
let's get together and explore the possibilities of expanding and working
together because we understand each
other, right? No one is left out of the
cosmic plan. It is up to us to create an
atmosphere in which we can best
advance . Anyone who feels that the
existi r,g sp iritual trends and communities are not making room fo_r us is
welcome to call and talk, 661-9407,
. Ron·.

For Sale ,
Miscellaneous

l•04lll•C.~,..._,>411119C..-. Cl

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT
14>41119,(,-..c.....«>41119,(... -.C,_·
AND
WE 'LL GIVE YOU THE NEWS
Subscribe now to GCN and you 'll get
Due to lack of customers and recent
the news hot off the presses along with
robbery, OTHER VOICES will close at
fabulou s features and curious classi5:30 Mon.-Sat.
fi eds to keep you informed and keep
you int erested.
50 BRAND NEW TOWELS
50 brand new towels 100% perfect not
seconds , unwoven cotton and rayon,
brilliant pastel colors. Far below cost
while they last only $9.95 total. Your
check, MO , to Towels . Send to 9208
South Dobson , Chicago, Illinois 60619 .

GOURMET RESTAURANT
Best part of Boston, with entertainment
license . Ask $15 ,000 . Write Bob Cam,
Box 72 , Cambridge 02140 .
MERRY X-MAS & HAPPY HANUKAH.
STATUE OF LIBERTY T-SHIRTS now
availabl e in s-m-1-xl ,- white, in time for
hol 1day season at the 0TH ER VOICES,
30 Bromfield St ., Boston, or write Gay
Media Ac tion , 22 Bromfield St ., Boston
021 08 (617) 523-1081 .

Brushed Aluminum
INHALERS
with Teflon Seals

OTHER VOICES
Gay bookstore at 30 Bromfield St
Boston, 3rd floor , open 11 am to 6 p~
Mon. thru Sat . Many new titles .

A2A - Center Bred
AJA - Bottom Break

from

STARLITE
INDUSTRIES

JobOp

J6. 95 , ••

KITCHEN HELP!
Chef, dishwasher, waiter, to work at
House Restaurant. Call Tony Bosco
(617) 783-5131.
TECHNICAL TYPIST
To type final draft of computer manual.
Part time, short term . Experience, ret.erences requested . Cal I 547-9560 between 10 a.m . and 11 p.m .
Fen'way Community Health Center, 16
Haviland St . , Bos. , needs a lab tech
Wed. eves for gay health . Exp-. in hematology, urines, phelbotomy, cla . background. Joyce Fishman, 16 Haviland
St., Boston, Ma. (617) 267-7573.

0

0

--

PRISON MINISTRY IN A.I.
We are trying to contact gay men &
women in the Adult Correctional ISTI.
We are seeking names of those
individuals who would be interested in
receiving correspondence from other
gays. If you know of anyone , please
contact Connie DiCenzo, c/o MCC
Providence, 63 Chapin Ave., Providence, A. I. 02907.

BLACK 'GAY MEN'S CAUCUS
Concerned brothers should write GCN
Box 9600.
'

-~~Mllll-041

GAY SOCIETY OF ANGOLA
New Gay organization in Louisiana
AMERICA LATINA-LATIN AMERICA
prison
. Anyone interested in helping
Estamos interesados en comunicarnos
with support contact Anthony T. Smith,
coA Gays en America Latina y el Cari be.
GSOA, PMB-71437-CBA, Angola, LA
Si tienes arnistades en estas areas, por
7071-2.
favor pidele$ que se cornuniquen con
nosotros, o envianos sus nornbres y
direcciones. We are interested in
SUPPORT LESBIAN MOTHERS
corresponding with Gays in Latin
Lesbian Mothers' National Defense
America and the Caribbean. If you have
Fund , 2446 Lorentz Place, W . Seattle ,
friends in these areas, please ask them
Wash. 98109 (206) 282-5798 . Member· to write us , or send us their names and
addressed. Comunid,ad de Orgullo Gay, ' ship $5.00.
Apartado 5523, Puerta de Tierra, San
BOSTON BAIL PROJECT
Jyan, P.R. oogo6 .
Most people who are arrested are alI he Peoples Gollege of Law of The
lowed bail. The rich can always pay .
Nat ional Lawyers Guild is a-new 4-year The poor often languish in dirty cells
GCN has no control over classified
law school oriented toward those 'just because they are.. poor. You can
help. Contact the Boston Bail Project ,
usually excluded from the legal educaadvertisers. We cannot assure you that
tional process. Gay people, especially 1151 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass.
your inquiry will be answered or that the
c,-;i13q) or call (617) .491-1575 .
lesbians and third world gays are
product or service is accurately presentdefinitely welcome. Entrance requireed.
ments are 2 years of college lead ing
toward a Bachelor's degree, or you
must take the college equivalency test .
Tuition is low. All applicants should be
GCN WANTS YOUR STORY
· committed to use the law as a tool for 9(Hlllla>(.,....,....,-..CMlllll9 0'I
Write Lyn , your personal story about
. social change . For more information,
Corning Out, your' relationships, your
An additional charge of $1.00 wil,
write Gay Caucus, c/o PCL/NLG , 2228
- family 's reaction to your gayness, your
be necessary in order for phone
West 7th St., L.A ., CA 90057 or
favorite . gay experience, your worst
numbers to appear in the personals
(213) 388-8171. - - - - - experience. We need you in GCN ! Send
to Lyn at GCN.
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Prof. GWM, ~8 . seeks gay or bi teen for
companior ·,hip . I like sports, theater,
movies, cc1rnping. Sex not necessary
unless mutually agreeable. Be sincere.
Write GCN Box 1980.

~.

Ua,sil'i«.>d Ad dt"adline i, Tuesda)· noon (prior lo Sunday

If you wish lo pick up your mail at the GCN office: Our
hour\ are: 10 a.m. 10 6 p.m., Monday 1hrough Wednesday;
10 a.m. 10 9 p.m., Thursday; 10 a.m. IO 6 p.m ., Friday and
Sa1urday; and 4 p.m. 10 8 p.m ., Sunday.

publkalionl.
All ads musl be paid in ad,ann·. ~o ads acn•pled b)· phone.
Mal..,· ,·ht'l'k or mom:,. ordt"r payable lo Ga) Communit)·
,,.~,. 2:? Bromfield SL. Hoslon, Mass. 02I08.
:Since we serve the Northeast, pie~ include your area code
if your ad includes a phone number.

d1i1raL·tcr:-- .

Business Hf )·ou charl(e mone) for a sen ice, )·ou are a businessl: $3 .llO Pl'r wak for 4 lines (35 characters per line)
and 50 ,:cm, for ea..:h additional line. Headlines are $1 .00
for 25 ..:hara..:tt'rs.

-Heidli~'es_
· __:

4 lines___ at $___ per week $
'Each add'! line_ at$_-_- per week~

arc a\ailable a1 $1.00 for 6 weeks if you pi..:k up your mail.
Ir. however. you wish your mail forwarded. the rate is
. $2.00 for 6 weeks . Mail is forwarded al the end of the 3rd
and 61h weeks. If you want mail forwarded more often,
pka,e include 50 ceni s above the $2.00 charge for each
additional time you wan1 it forwarded.

Be yo ur own boss. Set your 0 111,,1 hc,_rs ..
Join the GCN team of ad representa-·
tiv€s . Don·t restrict yourself to Boston.
We have outlets all over New England.
20 °~ com mission . Earn extra money or
make it a full-time job . Skip and·
Mat t hew are here to help you . Write :
GCN or cal I 617-426-4469 .

I

Job Wanted

Pick-Up Box No. at $1.00/6 weeks

$

Forward Box No. at $2.00/6 weeks

$

Extra Forwardings at 50t/time .......

$

·-

PLEASE PRINT NEATLY.

.

Name .......... .... ........ ............. ....... .... ~ .. ........

Address ......... ............. ...... ..........................

City ............ ..... ........ ..... ......... State ............

Zip ............ -··:···Phone ................................

I I I I I I IJ I I

Gay? If you're cute, young, well built
with fine buns that are eager to be
pleased with Greek love that gives you
nerve tingling ecstasy, and wants to
make 2 friends? We'd like to meet you.
Send us your photo and phone or
address. We are a very good looking
gay couple, V. well built, w. hung,
brown stud 6'3" and slender boyish
, gdlkg, bi white male 5'11". Write 145
Suite 15, 102 Charles St., Boston, MA
02114.
TOMMY-WORK-DOR
You go to local college, interested in
cooking, met at Park Sq., gave you Job
tip, want to see you . Call Jim.

..

TOTAL ENCLOSED·····-·;················-$

Number of weeks ad is to run . . .. . . .. . .. . ......... . . . ..

"

at $_ _ per week $

I

-

1 First

Box ,\ 'umbers:

Women's Health Collective in Cambridge is looking for an R. N. to work as
a full -t ime collective member. Subsistence wages. Call 547•2302.

THIRD GAY SPIRIT
Sensuous male couple, sexperts in
making it with two, eager to include
third guy in their action. We invite
attractive inhibited men to be our
occasional or regular thirds. Ottawa,
Canada is our horne; ' will host here or
travel to you. GCN Box 534.

Pl«.>ase circle one of the following ad categories:
APARTMENTS
FORSALE
INSTRUCTION
JOBS OFFERED
JOBS WANTED
PEN PALS
ORGANIZATIONS
PERSONALS
RESORTS
RIDES
ROOMMATES SERVICES WANTED
l\tlSCELL.
LOST & fOUND
PUBLICATIONS

'.'ion-business: S~ .()(l for 4 lines (J5 ..:hara..:ters per line); ea,h
;uldi1i<111al line 25 ..:enb. Headlines arc 50 ..:eni s for 25

MUSICAL DIRECTOR WANTED
Vocalist ready to become completely
involved in arranging and directing .
Contact Washbasin Prod., Ltd ., 2674337 .

I I I I

JANUS COUNSELING ASSOCIATfS
for women.·

.

I I I I I I I I I I I

---
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Bi male would like to meet (M&F)
couple for mutual relationship So. of
Boston. Mike, GCN Box 354 .
HANDICAPPED VETS AND GUYS
Esp . paraplegics, amps. Two tall goodlooking and !unloving guys would like
to meet you for friendship , good times .
We' re sincere, pis. Write GCN Box 540.
INTO Sand M?
GWM, student , 21 , slim, fairly attractive, seeks GM under 25 who likes S&M
(wrestling for example) and enjoys
giving and getting both pain and
affection. Conn. area preferred, but not
necessary. Write GCN Box 541.
33 straight men found dead in Queens,
marked with the evil eye! Black widow
of Fort Hill, do you have an alibi?
Young attractive, affluent couple would
like to meet Bi-F for fun, trips, good
times. Please respond with phone# to
Box 9445, Prov., RI 02940.
Horny tales for gay males! $1 plus
SASE for raunchy story guaranteed to
get it up for action. HWH, Box 893,
Everett, Ma. 98206. Ask for B/Js, S&F.
DEAR GARY JANE, READ YOUR
Letter in the Real Paper
Please come home. Lyn.

LUTHERANS
ALC , LCA and Mo. Uniting for justice,
love , understanding in our church .
Lutherans Concerned (for Gay People), ,
Sox 15592-B, Salt Lake City , UT 84115 .

classified ad order forDl

We are 'i worKing craits colleo:::ti"~e,
deeply be1 ':lve in clay and tov~. If you
have it toge :her to do it, come !.:'lare our
work and live.c, Life and clay , , the .
rhythm c' carefL. l'y seeing and touching
the Brott, er and Sister within . To work .
live with us. You need no experience
nor money. After a few months you can
earn your living. LIBOW POTTERY,
~:arrisville, N.H. 03456, 603-827-3388 .

WM 25 , coll. grad, good grades, masc
str app ., unempl seeks work desp . Ref.
avail . All offers considered; suggest[ons appr . Write GCN , Box 531 .

HELP! My lover now wants an "open"
relationship where he can have sex and
"loving " affairs with other men . All the
"modern" concepts of marriage - gay
and straight - seem to point to _
t his
androgynous open basis , citing that if
one loves, he has to let the other be
" free" to do his thing. Even the pastor
of his church supports this view . I can't
believe it! Surely someone belives in
monogamy simply for the joy of sharing
with the loved one commitment,
support as well as bodies. Yet I can't
find anything written in support of my
monogamous view . Can anyone suggest a source for such material, based
on gay (not straight)---- relationsh ips?
There isn't much time. Please write
soon to GCN Box 545.

'

...

I I I I I I l"I I I I I I I I I I I
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Personals

P.O. Box 9445
Providence, R.I. 02940

,...

Organizations

DIGNITY
An organization for gay Catholic women and men , is now forming a chapter
in the Riverside/San Bernardino counties. Those interested write: Dignity I
Inland Empire, P.O. Box 20081, Riverside , CA 92506 . Gay I Straight / Catholic / Non-Catholic welcome!
GAY QUAKERS
We are trying to identify gay and
bisexual friends who are interested in
presenting a gay perspective in general
conference. Contact Jan Beck at GCN
Box 538. Confidentiality assured .

11
-·-

II

I I 1-Ht-tl·I I I I I

1·
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Groups, Individuals
Couples Therapy
_419 B-oylston St., Room 519, Boston
Tel. 536-3071'
FRI. NIGHT BLUE?
Why be bored, hassled or stood up?
Come to GCN office at 6 pm and ex perience good folks and pleasant conversation, while folding and mailing GCN.
YOUNG , GAY AND HASSLED?
Call or drop in to Project Lambda , 70
Charles St., Boston (227-8587). An
advocacy program for youth (12-17
years old) who need help dealing with .
family, court , school, etc. M-F . 10 am6 pm .
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HOW 'S YOUR LOVE LIFE?
Do you have one lover? Many? Do you
live with a lover or apart from one? Te ll
our readers all about your relationships ,
how good they are, how bad they are,
how you would like them to be . HELP
OTHERS handle their loved ones by
tell ing them your story in GCN . Write
attention Lyn , 22 Bromfield, Boston
02108.
FUN AND GAMES
Play monopoly, go skiing, learn handball; swim, bowl ; try soccer, cribbage,
darts. To join in these & other Gay Recreational Activities write GCN, Box
8000 . Or help start a new GRAC group
in your favorite game : basketball,
bridge, fencing - you name it. Organizers needed .
Gay white female, 36, Spfld, MA . Just
getting into gay life and love and would
like to meet GWF for love and
friendship around same age. I like
dancing and camping, music, sports,
travel. Write GCN Box 536.
GWM college grad, looking for culturally inclined mother earth type GM
18-26 interested in rustic farming weekends and long relationship. Can meet
you Fridays in Prov. Write: D. Heimbrook, P.O. Box 182, Hope, A.I. 02831.
Why do gays complain about being
sad, lonely yet do nothing about it?
Here is your chance . Call (603 Nashua)
days 883-3741, nights 882-8732. It's up
to you now . Call, let's all get together.
Socialize, rap, have fun, orgy , etc .

Locker Room
1 Bottle $5. 00
from

STARLITE
INDUSTRIES
P.O. Box 9445
Providence, R.I. 02940
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Dealer Inquiries In vited

WM 24 , 5'9", 140, str app , avg looks,
not out long, seeks very masc rugged
self assured male , any scene , any age
but prefer 30-45 . Write GCN Box 532.

Publicatio ns
TEAM MAIL ORDER HOUSE
Publisher of f ine magaz ines and mai l
order products . Write today for free
~.atalog to: TEAM, 883 Geary St. , San
rncisco CA 94102.

THE COMPLETE GAY GU IDE
Ho t o ff t he presses , th e all new Gay
Person's Guide to New England . 128
pages , hundreds of li st ings : outdoor
cru is ing , bars , baths , beaches , services , groups. Expanded coverage for
gay women , city maps , articles on gay
history / herstory , tell i ng parents , S&M ,
baths and more . $3.75 at our office
(10-6 , wkdays ); $4.00 by mail: GPG ,
Dept. G-2 , 22 Bromf ield St., Boston
02108 .

ANDROGYNY BOOKSHOP
A wide variety of gay feminist and
nonsexist children& books. Corne and
visit when you 're in Montreal. 1217
Crescent St . , Montreal (514) 866-2131 .
WIN MAGAZINE
Peace and freedom through non-violent
action . Subscription $7 /year. WIN, Box
547, Rifton, N.Y . 12471 .

.

~ ~ H a l l l o C ~ ~ N l l i l l l l i l l - C. .

News frorn, the North! Subscribe to the
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter, a
month ly journal of gay and feminist
news and opinion from the Pine Tree
State, $4/year. Sent in sealed, unmarked envelopes. Make checks payable to
MGTF Newsletter, Box 4542, 0 ortland ,
. '<>.inP 04112.
GAY SCENE
The monthly picture entertainment
newspaper. Features Gay Movement
news, articles, rev iews , personals ,
nude center fold, plus jlOre interesting
features. $8 for 12 issues. Send $1 for
sample copy. Mailed in plain brown
envelope. REGIMENT, c/o Gallery
Three Ent. , Box 247 , Grand Central
Sta ., NYC 10017 .
PLAYGROUND TRAUMA? CLOSET
Amazon? How did you feel about sport&
growing up? How about now? GRACTIVITY wants poems , essays , graphics
etc . about gays & sports . Submit
articles & subscribe , c/o GCN, Box
8000.

LAVENDER SOUTH
Discover the realitie .. of the Southern
LESBIAN CONNECTION
gay experience , read The Barb, the
A free nationwide forum of news and
naws monthly for Southern gays .
ideas by , for, and about lesbians
Regional and national news, lifestyle
(donations are always w.,elcome) . For a
commentary , entertainment cglumns .
subscription simply send your name,
Subscription per year $5/3rd class; $8/
address, and zip code to : Ambitious
1st class. Sample 50c. (All copies
Amazons , P.O . Box 811 , East Lansing,
mailed in anonymous envelope .) Clas1 t-,1 ich . 48823 .
sifieds 10c/wd . Mastercharge , Euro
Card and Acess accepted . The South 's
·Transvestite Newsletter. Free ::>ample .
largest gay pub I ication : The Barb,
Has articles , photos, personals and unP.O .B . 7922-B , Atlanta, GA 30309 .
usual offers. Write Empathy , Box
12466,
Seattle, Wash . 98111 .
BOOKS AND SLIDES FOR SALE
Personal ad listing service. 100's of
Selling male paperbac k and 35mm slide
persona: _[1011.-coded ads of young
coll ec tions. His , Manhard , etc. books
persons .IL r::_
:
for a recent sample
($1 .95-$2 .25) now 90c each . Colt , AMG ,
issue with complete information and an
etc. sli des (75c -$1 ) now 40c each. Mai l
ad form . Write BSJ , Box 337 , M illiken ,
ord ers, cash plu s 10c each item . Large
co 80543.
orders pi cked up / del ivered Eastern
Conn . onl y 1 Write GCN , Bo x 528.
MAJORITY REPORT
FED UP WITH RIP-OFFS?
Femi nist News for Women , published
So are we! That 's why we publish our
every other week . Subscrip . $5 .00 / yr. ,
consumer newsletter for gays . Let us
74 Grove St. , NYC , Ny 10014.
take the ri sk out of your gay buying .
An y person int erest ed in doing VOLUN Self addressed stamped #1 O envelope
TEER WORK?? ?For any number of
gets u a sample . The Informant , Box
ho urs , wit hin th e GAY COMMUNITY ,
5723 , Pasadena, CA 91107.
please wr ite Box 1976, GCN , 22
5TH FREEDOM, monthly journal of
Bromfiel d St. , Bosto n , MA 02108.
commentary , entertainment, etc . Send
Disc retion is assured! ·
for free sample copy. Box 975, Ellicott
St a., Buffal o, N.Y. 14205 .
FOCUS
A Journal for lesbians , put out by
· Boston DOB . New , exciting forma t. 60c
sample copy, $6 .00 for 1 year. Send
check to DOB , 419 Boylston St. , Rm.
323 , Boston , MA 02116 .
PEACEWORK
Nonviolent --social change news report. ed in lively month ly New England
newsletter. Subscription $3 , sample
copy free. Peacework , 48 Inman St. ,
C·r., mbrirl rJ ~ MA 0?139 .

Resorts
BEACON TOURS
FEBRUARY 13th
GAY SKI WEEKEND

Call Linda 742-1220
24 Tremont St., Boston

Lesbian Libt!ration ,
c/o Women 's Center
354-8807
Lesbian Mothers
354 -8807
Access (Cambridge Hotline)
.
"661-3900
Massachusetts
Feminist
Federal Credit
Adolescent male rap session , 4-6 pm ·-227-8587 Union , 186 ½ Hampshire St. ,
· B'nai Haskalah (Gay Jewish group)
265-6409
Cambridge
661-0450
Black Gay Men's Caucus,
,
Metropoli_tan Comm _
u nity ChJcJrCh
523-7664
GCN, Box 9600
·MIT Student Homophile League .
253-54-,HJ
_Natioral Lawyers G1,Jil<;L 595~a· $§ . P.v 661 -813~'3
Boston Lavender Theatre :
.- National Oroanization for Women
267-616(71
492-5220
Women's group
Northeastern Gay Student Org . , c/o Student
Men's group
440-52,20 _ . Activities Office, 255 Ell Ctr.
.
.
. 253-5440·
Cambridge North I Brattle Gays
Other Fund , ll')C . (Gay United Fund),
(writec/o Gay Legislation)
661-9362
P.O. Box 1997, Boston 02105
426-0412
;Cambridge Women's Center
354-8807' Other Voices Bookstore,
· Charles Street Mee_tinghouse
30 Bromfield St. , Boston
523-031?8
Project Place
·
267-915.0
c ·ambridgeport Gays, clo GCN Box 650Q
843-5731
· Cfvil Liberties Union of Mass .
227~9469 Fr. Paul Shanley
·Project
Lambda
Closet Space (WCAS), 740m AM)
492-6450
227-8587
Daughters of Bilitis
262-1592 · Transvestites/ Transgenderists :
· Frances Craig, P.O. Box 291 ,
Dignity of Boston,
MIT Branch , Cambridge 02139
c/o 1105 Boylston St ., Boston
.i'ran·svestifes7 TransinderTsts:
Elaine Noble (Rep .)
.
727-2584
Fag Rag
Ar i;:id_n!;! K!!Jl e_._ B.Q; 161, Garnbridoe 02140
536-9826
Tufts
GayCommun
·
y
,
Fenway Community Health Center
c/os·tudent
Activities
·
267-7573
Fengay, c/o Tom Nylund
Office, Medford , MA 02155
776-0921
267-1066
Waltham-Watertown Gays ,
Focus, Women 's Counseling, 186½ Hamp, c/o GCN Box 7100
shire St . , Cambridge
876-448~
Women's Comm . f:iealth Ctr ., Camb.
547-2302
Fort Hill Faggots for
. Freedom
440-8551 or 442-6029
Framingha01 Unicorn Society ,
-·
P.O. Box· 163, Framingham, MA 01701
_Gay Hotline f3-12 pm, Mon.-Fri.)
426-9371 •
Gay Men 's Center
· · 723-6268 or 491-696S
Gay Recreational Activities
- Committee (GRAC), c/o GCN, Box 8000
'EASTERN MASSACH.USETTS- [area code 617J
Gay Academic Union of New England, ·. .
. P.O. Box 212 , Boston 02101
266-2069
Alcoholics Together /Worcester
756-0730
"Gay Alert (for gay community
Clark Gay People , Box A-70 , Clark U,
emergency only)
523-0368, 267-0764
Worcester 01610
793-7287
Gay Media Act ion , c / o GCN Box 5000,
Dignity/ Merrimack Valley,
22 Bromfield St . , Boston 02108
523-1081
. P.O . Box 348 , Lowell, 01853
. Gay Com ~_unJ!y_Jiey.i$ ,
. 426-4469
Gay Activ ists Alliance, c/o Postmaster ,
Gay Nurses Alliance ,
.
General Delivery,
c/o GCN Box 251.,_ Bos1or_oi1_98 .
Prov incetown
487-3393, 487-3234, 487-3344
1.fayPeople o1 LJMass/8oston
287-1900x239S:
Gaypeople/ Drop-In Center , Campus Center,
Gay Speakers Bureau
547-1451
100 Ell iot St. , Haverhi ll 01830
374-0929
Gay Way Radio (WBUR , &?.& FM)
353-2790
Haverhill ; N .E.C.C. Gay ,u'ne , M 8-10 am ,
Gay Legislation '75 , P.O. Box 8841,
T 6-8 pm , W 12-2 pm
JFK Sta ., Boston 02144
327-0929
491-2787 , 661-9362
· Gay Youth Advocates ,
Homophile Union of Montachusett
70 Charles St.
227-8587
P.O . Box 262 , F itchburg 01420
Gender Identity Service
864-8181
MCC / Merrimack Valley , Bo x 750,
Golden Gays
482-8998
.
Haverh i ll , MA 01830
523-7664
. Good GaYE_oets
536-9826
MCC / Worcester
fbo-ui30
H1Jrvird- R~d_cTJf_fe(fci)i _
.
--4j_!f-T~;a.~ ' Provincetown
24-Hou r Drop-In Center 487-0387
,!::1.9.!'lOPh Ll~.C.Q.mml!DJ!Y ljealth_Svc , __ 5A1.;?1~~~
Provincetown Homoph i le Ass istance
lnteg_rity { 8._oston, _f'.0"._.Box...2582 ; .O~fQ{I__ .
League , Box 674 , Prov incetown 02657
Lesbian Therc:ipy Research Project
354-8807
~~ew Bed f ord Women 's C li n ic
999-1070

SKI GROUPS
Weeker1d ski trips to Maine. Skiing ,
swimming , sauna , food , l ift tickets
f.-om $69 . Write GCN Box 470 for
1etai ls.

1----....------ ---------. :Cons
iderate person
huge 6 room
Dear Classified Advertiser:
If preference as to race (B or W) doe~
not matter, why put it in?

----------- ------+
GAY SKI HOU~t:.
We're back! Our house in southern
Vermont w ith fireplace, sauna , and
good cooking , we lcomes you. Weekends or the season. For information,
ca l l us at (212) 794-2770 .
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wanted to share
duplex overlooking Maverick Sq . (East Boston) and Boston
Harbor. Rent is $92 .50 everyth . incl. A
good deal in a super safe neighbr. I
1hope to make this a home and hope to
find someone who 'll respect th is . Call
567-2855 after 5 :30 .
N .H ., GWM needs room for fou r days a
week . Will pay up to $85 per month .
(Monday through Thursday .) No communes. Write GCN Box 530 .

WALTER DRISCOLL

Rides

A Registered Electrologist ,

I am driving to the Southwest. Need
another person to share driving expenses . 1-way leaving late Jan . or early
Feb. Cathy 617-685-4092 . Pref. GF .

Free Consultation Invited
For Permanent Hair Removal
For A II Parts of the Body

26 West St., Boston

Tel. 426-5067

Comfortable pvt. room w / stove and
, frigerator for rent in bldg with good
guys. We want a quiet guy . No grass,
~-.,.cope or heavy drinking. $25/wk . Call
94
o~.,
M Greg 353-1958 .

'R.»omma tes
IHI

Black gay male wanted for gay commune on Fort Hill . Rent $60 . Please
contact Greg or Lionel at 445-6676 .
THERE ARE EIGHTEEN FAGGOTS
living on Fort Hill. We 're building our
gav' ident ity in ways never tried before .
We live in communal houses and ·our
movement is growing . Come , ini'1 ~s.
Call Greg or Mark 445-6676 .~or 44~~?~_29

To shar~w/1 male : spacious 5 rm . apt.
on Beacon Hi II . Off street parking. $150
mo . inc . heat. Tel. 227-8519 , ask for
Rick .

- - -- - - c - - - - - - - - - - -

Gay male 20s wants to share apt. or
rent small apt. by Feb . 1. Call Jim at
277-0133 .,
Greenfield/Amherst area. Gay M or F
Gay male wanted to share apt. on
wanted to share my house . $80 mo.
Waltham St. in South End with 27 year
incl. utilities . Work nights so need,
old male . $140/mo. 426-5409 . Best t ime
quiet. Call Fred 413-659-3526 8-10 p .m .
7:30 am or after 8 pm .
Wking student 23 looking for matu re
GWF , prof , 29 , seeks same to share a 2
responsible young person to share
br luxury apt. Convent . to Rt . 15 and
really nice Harvard Square 2 BR. $110
1-91 . Must be respon ., quiet and
includes heat. Call Peter 354-4771
di:'lcreet. $118 / mo. , util/$20, and yr.
evenings.
lease . Move in Feb . 1. Write Occupant ,
GAY, working F, 23 , seeks room mate to
1015 No . Main ., N16 , Wallingford ·, CT
share sunny two bdr . Beacon H ill apt.
0649 2_
. _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _
Pref.er neat , responsible person . Rent is
$100 and uti.1. Send reply to GCN Box
539, include name, phone number.
L/F couple needs LIF or Bi woman to
share sunny , mdn . apt. near Central --.C~~MIIIIIHM IIIIIH,._
and Harv . Sqs. Rent and utils $113 . No
fYPESET"1 1, ✓ G FOH
smokers , pets , heavy drug or alcohol
GAY COMMUNITY
users please . 617-492-7680 .
· Use our fac ilities (phototypesetter plus
Share ten room home with two males 25
IBM Composer) to produce :•our bookmin. north of Boston steps from the
let or publ ication . Good rates. (We are
ocean. $145 includes util. Call between
GCN 's t ypesetter .) Write GCN Box 68 .
8 am-9 am , 6 prn-9 pm . 592-6494 .

Services

r1mte wntd lesb ian preferred for an apt
with 1 gay male and dog. Rent and
utilities $77 .50/mo . Available immed.
Call after 4 pm and weekends , 266-5826

BOSTON AREA

in
ude
Vite
our

NEED A ROOMMATE?
GF , 26 , would like quiet , c lean housing
with other GFs . Prefer place conven ient
to pub l ic transportation . Call Liz at
(617) 426-6362 .

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS [area code 413]
· Amherst Gay Hotline (men & women) 545-0154
Clark Gay Alliance , Bo x A-70 , Clark Univ-., '
. Worcester 01610
"Dignity/Springfield , P.0 .. Box 488
. Forest Park Sta . , Springfield 01107
· "Everywomen 's ·center, Amherst
545-0883
Gaybreak Radio (WMUA-FM, 91 .9)
545-2876 .
Gay Women's Caucus, Amherst
545-3438
· Hotline , Westfield, Mass .- (M&'r'ues. 9 pm-11
pm)
568-9759
MCG/Springfield ,-64 South Boulevarcfs't. , West
Springfie ld
737-7473
·'t->e6pte ·s Gay Alliance;-UMass/ Amherst
545-0154
. Sexual Identity Awareness Org ., Westfield
State College, Parenzo Box 197,
Westfield 01085
:southwest Women's Center
545-0626
Springfield Gay Alliance
583-3904
;-Valley Women's Center, Northampton 586-2011

PEOPLE PROBLEMS
Doct o r will counsel people. Those with
a real interes t in solving human
probl em s . Fees on sliding scale . Call
734-6984 .

VERMONT
[area code 802)
Counseling for Gay Women & Men ,
c/o Vermont Women 's Health Center,
158 Bank St. , Burlington 05401
863-1386
Gay in Vermont , Box 3216 , N . Burl i ngton Sta .,
Burlington 05401
862-2397 :'
Vermont Gay Women
862-7770 , 863-3237:
Women's Switchboard
862-5504 '
MAINE
[area code 207]

Gay Support & Action , P.O . Box 110,
Bangor 04401
Ma ine Freewornan 's Herald , Box 488,
Brunswic;:k 04011
774-6071
Maine Gay Task Force, 193 Middle St. ,
Port land
773-5530
Maine Gay Task Force Newsletter,
P.O . Box 4542, Portland 04112
773-5530
Gay People's Alliance, 92 Bedford St. ,
University of Maine ,
Portland 04103
773-2981, x535
The Wi lde-Stein Club, Memorial Union,
University
of
Maine,
Orono 04473
'RHODE ISLAND
[area code 401) .
NEW JERSEY
Alcoholics Together, 290 Westminster St. ,
··
Gay Activist Alliance in
Rm. 51_0,Providence__ _ ____
_274:_47'._:E.,
Morris County
, Dignity/ Providence , Box 2231,
(201) 675-0835
• _ Pawtucket 02861
NEW YORK
, Gay wlmen at Brown U, Providence
863-2189
Capital Dist . Gay Comm . Council ,
Gay Women of Providence
P.O . Box 131, 332 Hudson Ave. ,
831-5184
1Homophile Community Health Service,
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 462-6138
Providence
274-4737
Digniiy ,-P. 0 . Box 1554, N .Y:; N . r. 10022
•
j'vlCC Coffee House, Providence
274-1693
Gay Activists Alliance, P.O . Box 2,
_.'.,1CC/Providence, 63 Chapin Ave .
274-1693
· Village Sta. 10014
966-7870
Gay Community Service Ctr., 1350 Main St .,
t;ONNECTICUT
[area code 203]
Buffalo , NY 14209
East Conn . Gay Alliance, Norwich
889-7530
Gay Media Coa li t ion , c / o The Women 's Center,
GeorgeW . Henry Foundation , Hartford 522-2646
Gay Alliance at Yale,
243 W . 20th St. , NYC , NY 10011
924-9434
2031 Yale St., New Haven 06520
436-8945'.
Gay Men 's Health -Project ,
: Har HorciGay Counseling
247W . 11th St .
522-5575. 523-9837'
691-6969
· Gay Switchboard
924-4036
MCC / Hartford
232-5110
· Gay & Women 's Alliance for
Instit ute of Social Ethics/National
Respons i ble Media , 370 Lex ington Ave .,
Gay Arch ives, 1 Gold St. ,
Suite 416, N .Y.C ., N.Y.
Suite 22B, Hartford 06103
547-1281
Kalos/Gay Liberation , Hartford
Lambda Le-gal Defense and Educ . Fund Inc .
568-2656
The Church of the Eternal
145 E. 52nd St ., NY NY 10022
758-1905
Flame Un iversa l
527-5612
Lesb ian Fem ini sts Libera-t ion , c / o Women 's Wesleyan Gay Alliance, c/o Wesleyan
Center , 243 W. 20th St .
691-5460
Women 's Center, Wesleyan Sta .,
.Lesb ian Sw itchboard
741-2610
M iddletown 06457
Mattach ine Soc iet y, 59 Christopher St .,
NY , NY10014
691-1066
.NEW HAMPSHIRE
[area code 603]
1MCC / New York
691-7428 , 369-8513
·seacoast Area Gay Alliance ,
Nat iona l Gay Task Fo rce ,
Box 1424, Portsmouth 03801
80 Fifth Ave ., Rm . 506
741-1010
'women 's Group , PO Box 137, Northwood 03261
Oscar W il de Memorial Bookshop ,
(Do not use " g_ay" on any mail to this group)
~ 5 Ch_ristopher S! .
255-BQ97
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